
Lecture 1

IDS575: Statistical Models and Methods
Theja Tulabandhula

We are drowning in information and starving for knowledge. - Rutherford D. Roger

Notes derived from the book titled “Elements of Statistical Learning [2nd edition] (Chapters 1 and

2.1-2.3)

1 Motivation

The impact of data science on a variety of fields, businesses and areas of works needs no
introduction. So, here is a list of problems that involve some sort of statistical modeling or
other. I am sure you can all relate statistical modeling to your past professional experiences.

• Sports analytics

• Online retail and pricing

• Advertising and personalization

• Social networks

• Education and MOOCs

• Transportation systems

• Automatic speech recognition

• Robotics and computer vision, image processing

• Fraud detection and finance

• ICU monitoring and clinical decision support

• ...
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What are some common components among these applications?

1.1 Application in Sports Analytics

Here is an example of how a decision support tool was built using statistical modeling. The
context is that a team makes pit stop calls during a race. When to make a call and what
to do in it constitutes a pit strategy. for example, replacing four tires (Figure 1) takes more
time but the car is much better with respect to lap times.

Figure 1: Car racing: a crew member inspecting a tire.

• The problem to be addressed is the following: use live race measurements to forecast
future and decide/update a pit strategy in real time.

• Is there even predictability in this setting?

• Data: text strings are beamed by the organizers over the radio, so there could be
several noisy values.

Initial exploration to build features from 17 races (∼ 100000 laps) resulted in the following
plots (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Some histogram and correlation plots to design features.

So after that, one can jump into using off the shelf predictive models to predict a quantity
of interest. In this particular application, it was the change in rank position in the laps
following a pit stop given measurements of what happened in the pits and what happened
before in the race. The performance of various models is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Different predictive models.

All models look similar in performance. What to do next? Can this be improved? Is
this accuracy enough to actually build a strategy? By the end of this course, you will be in
a better position to answer these questions!

2 Building a Language for Statistical Modeling

In the applications described above, we use some keywords. These are:

• Inputs: these variables are measured in some way: e.g., can be physical measurements,
can be answers to a survey, etc.

• Outputs: we hypothesize that inputs influence the values these variables take.
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Informally, we can define supervised learning as the problem of finding a relation between
inputs and outputs. You can think of it as a function or a mapping. The method that does
the search/finding is typically called a learner.

Below is a table of equivalent keywords that you may have come across:

Inputs Predictors Independent variables Features
Outputs Responses Dependent variables Labels

Lets focus on outputs for a bit. These can be quantitative, i.e., taking numerical values.
Or they can be qualitative, with no order relationship between the values the outputs take.

When the learner learns a mapping for the quantitative setting, we will call the mapping
a regression function and the process regression. On the other hand, when the learner learns
a mapping for the qualitative setting, we will call the mapping a classifier, and the process
classification.

2.0.1 Examples

For instance, in the setting where the learner learns a cat classifier, we can specify 1-
dimensional representation for the output that takes a value 0 when there is no cat and
1 otherwise. Of course, you could have chosen value 0 to indicate the presence of a cat
instead. This is what we mean by no order relationship. These values are sometimes called
targets.

Another example is that of data drive decisions. Think of a stylized example where an
autonomous car’s controller is designed using statistical modeling. Then all the features that
are measured (location on the road, location of other people and cars, traffic signals) can be
mapped to descriptive actions or decisions such as accelerate, brake, turn left, steer right by

10 degrees etc., using supervised learning. Outputs such as these are also called discrete or
categorical.

2.1 Describing Statistical Modeling

We will use statistical modeling as a way to describe data mining and machine learning
solutions where statistics and probabilistic models play a key role. I will enumerate the
different types of (application independent) problems that comprise this area:

• Pattern mining: processing databases to find rules (e.g., bread → oatmeal).

• Clustering: group objects that belong together.

• Classification: map inputs to outputs, where the values that outputs take have little/no
relation with each other.

• Regression: same as above, but with values of outputs having some relationship. Typ-
ically these values are numerical.
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• Ranking: order new data using historical data. This is related to classification and
regression.

• Density estimation: finding the probability distribution that describes how data real-
ized.

• ...

Both regression and classification can be viewed as a function approximation problem:
given inputs and outputs, fit a nice function.

A language to describe these various problems is as follows. We will use X to represent
an input variable or a vector of input variables (in the latter case, the jth variable is Xj).
Quantitative outputs are denoted Y and qualitative ones G.

Lets observe N realizations of input X. The ith observed input is denoted using xi. Say
this is p-dimensional. Then if you stack them together as rows, you get a matrix X which is
N × p dimensional.

Why did we introduce this notation? We did it to describe the learning task more
formally: given X, find a function that predicts Ŷ that is close to Y . For the qualitative
setting, replace Y with G.

3 Two Learners

We will look at linear regression and k-nearest neighbor, especially because they are very
different from each other in various ways and will give you an idea about the solution space
(you could come up with your own learner if you understand these two!)

We will use the word model to describe the function or mapping output by a learner.

3.1 Linear Model

A linear model is given by: Ŷ = XT β̂ (note: vectors are always column vectors unless

specified explicitly). β̂ is the parameter of the model. That is, β̂1 and β̂2 specify two

different models. If Ŷ is K dimensional, then β̂ is K × p dimensional.
If we want to find a function approximator that maps Xs to Y s and we are allowed to

only search in the space of linear models, we can do the following: we can pick an objective
that measures how well we are doing.

For example, let the objective be
∑N

i=1(yi − xT
i β)

2. This is called the least squared

objective1. If we minimize this, we get the best approximator β̂, where best is defined
precisely in terms of the objective function.

1sometimes also called the residual sum of squares
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If we have enough observations such that XT X is not singular, then there is a single β̂
that minimizes the least squares objective, and it is given by β̂ = (XT X)−1 XT y.

Think of it this way: we reduced the N×pmatrix and the N observed outputs (vectorized
as y) to a p-dimensional vector. This vector allows us to make predictions. In some sense,
we have done compression, We do not need the original data (observations of inputs and
outputs) anymore.

3.1.1 Example

Figure 4: Linear model with 2-dimensional data.

Figure 4 shows a scatterplot of the observations of inputs which are 2-dimensional. The
colors of each point represent the value that output variable G takes. We will use a linear
model to fit this data (say blue is 1 and orange is 0) and convert Ŷ to Ĝ via a non-linear
transformation:

Ĝ = 1[Ŷ > 0.5].

The black line corresponds to the decision boundary. Here xT β̂ = 0.5. The decision
boundary is linear.

As you can see, the boundary does not separate blue points from red points well. We
can eyeball and see this for 2-dimensional data. What if we have 100 dimensions? We will
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necessarily have to rely on projections or other summary diagnostics to assess model fit. We
will discuss this much more detail in a subsequent lecture.

Lets take a tangent and hypothesize how the 2-dimensional data was generated. What
if it is just a mixture of two 2-dimensional Gaussians? One can reason that if these two
Gaussians overlap too much, a linear decision boundary will not be adequate. Would any
other boundary be better?

What if it was a mixture of mixtures of Gaussians, whose means were sampled from
Gaussians? Sounds pretty complex, isn’t it?

Note that a mixture of Gaussians can be described generatively. Think of a Bernoulli
random variable. If it takes value 1, you sample a point from one Gaussian, and if it takes
value 0, you sample from a different Gaussian. This is a generative description of a mixture
of two Gaussians. We will see later that a linear boundary is the best in the least squares
sense when data is realized this way.

If it is a much more complex model (mixture of mixture of ...) then a linear boundary
may be very bad.

3.2 Nearest-neighbor Methods

These are lazy methods. Given a input, you can predict its output Ŷ as:

Ŷ =
1

k

∑

xi∈Nk(x)

yi.

Here Nk(x) is the neighborhood of value x. It is a set of k points closest to x in terms of
some metric.

What is a metric?

3.2.1 Example

Figure 5 shows the same data as Figure 4 and uses k = 15. There is no fitting here (except
for choosing k).

A point is orange if at least 8 of the 15 neighbors of that point are orange, and vice-versa.
As can be inferred from the two figures, we get a non-linear decision boundary with this

method. Also, arguably a better fit2

What if we choose k = 1? We get a Voronoi tesselation. There are many decision
boundaries! See Figure 6.

What would change if we were doing regression instead?

2We have only been looking at in-sample fit!
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Figure 5: 15-Nearest neighbor method with 2-dimensional data.

3.3 Comparing Nearest-neighbor with Linear Modeling

If you thought nearest-neighbor methods are superior, think again. In Figure 6, all the points
are classified correctly. Hence, we can reason that as we increase k, our errors will increase,
starting from value 0 when k = 1. These errors are somewhat meaningless though. What
we should care about is performance on an independent test set.

How do we pick k? Does its choice matter? If you used the least squares objective3 to
pick k, what would you get?

If the data in Figures 5 and 6 were from two overlapping Gaussians, k-nearest-neighbor
methods would probably capture ‘noisy patterns’.

3.3.1 Comparing Parameters

We know that the linear model had p parameters. How many parameters does the k-nearest-
neighbor method have? 1. But there is more to this. It turns out that the effective number
of parameters is N/k, which grows with N and shrinks with k.

The intuition is as follows: lets say the neighborhoods were non-overlapping. Then
there would be N/k neighborhoods and we would fit one parameter (the mean) in each
neighborhood.

3That is, for each k, we find the residual sum of squares.
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Figure 6: 1-Nearest neighbor method with 2-dimensional data. More-irregular than the
15-Nearest neighbor method.

3.3.2 Comparing Decision Boundaries

The decision boundary from a linear model is stable and smooth4 This is a manifestation of
low variance and high bias.

For the k-nearest-neighbor, since any classification decision only depends on a few nearby
points, it is unstable and wiggly. But it can adapt to complex data. This is a manifestation
of high variance and low bias.

As you will see throughout the course, there is no single best method for making the data
talk. Any method can shine if its properties are aligned with the unknown true characteristics
of the data. This is true of deep neural nets as well.

3.3.3 Comparing Testing Performance

In the examples, we have 200 training observations. The performance of nearest neighbor
methods is shown in Figure 7 as a function of N/k over an independent test data (10000
in number, so fairly accurate representation of how these methods do in reality). The

4We are using both these terms loosely here.
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Figure 7: Error for different models.

performance is just the number of points on the wrong side of the decision boundary. The
figure also includes the performance of a linear model with p = 3.

Many methods discussed in the course can be thought about in similar terms, and will
work intuitively the same way as either of the two methods we just saw.

4 Summary

We learned the following two things:

• Introduced vocabulary to describe statistical modeling.

• Looked at two intuitive prediction models: the linear model and the k-nearest-neighbor
method.

In the next lecture, we will discuss the bias-variance tradeoff and jump into the nuances
of regression modeling.
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Lecture 2

IDS575: Statistical Models and Methods
Theja Tulabandhula

Notes derived from the book titled “Elements of Statistical Learning [2nd edition] (Sections 2.4-2.9,

3.1-3.2)

1 Statistical Decision Theory

We will now formally make the variables into random variables! Allowing us to bring in
statistics and probability into the mix.

Let Pr(X, Y ) be a joint distribution. We want a function f(X) for predicting Y , and its
quality is measured using a loss function L(Y, f(X)). The loss function allows us to define
what we mean by a ‘best’ model.

Example 1. Loss function: (Y − f(X))2.
So from the informal least squares objective, we can generalize to the following objective,

called the expected (squared) prediction error (EPE):

EPE(f) = E(Y − f(X))2

= EXEY |X([Y − f(X)]2|X).

We want to minimize this to get an f . One way to thin about it is to observe that the
function value f(x) at each point x is unrelated to other points. So you have one optimization
problem per x which looks like:

min
z

EY |X([Y − z]2|X = x).

This is minimized at z = E(Y |X = x). Thus, the function defined by f(x) = E(Y |X = x)
is the optimal solution. It is called the regression function.

Lets revisit k-nearest-neighbor and linear modeling: they are in fact trying to estimate
the regression function E(Y |X = x)!
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1.1 Reinterpreting the Nearest-neighbor Method and the Linear
Model

Nearest-neighbor: If we want to estimate E(Y |X = x) at a point x, a natural thing to do
is: average all yi such that xi = x.

Further relax this by taking those yi into account for which xi ∼ x (i.e., in the neighbor-
hood).

For large number of points, we can expect that the neighbors are close to x so this
approximation make sense.

The intuition here is that: (a) large N will get you many neighbors, and large k will get
you stable estimation.

In fact, theoreticians have shown that for many different Pr(X, Y ), as long as N and k

go to ∞, and k/N goes to 0, f̂(x) → E(Y |X = x).

Is this the end of the story? Obviously no.

• The catch is, this is an asymptotic result.

• There is also another issue which will make Nearest-neighbor methods ineffective, which
is called the curse of dimensionality .

Linear model: What if we assume that the regression function E(Y |X = x) is of the form
xTβ? We are assuming something about the data then. If we make this assumption, it turns
out that:

β = [E(XXT )]−1E(XY ).

We have a single parameter β that does not depend on a specific value of x, it depends
on the entire distribution of X (through the expectation).

If you compare this to the least squares solution, you will notice that the least squares
solution is the empirical average version of the above.

Lets summarize Nearest-neighbor method and the linear model via least squares, now
that we know about the expected prediction error EPE and E(Y |X = x).

• Both methods do averaging

• Nearest neighbor assumes E(Y |X) is locally constant.

• Least squares assumes a (globally) linear function for E(Y |X).

Note 1. Instead of assuming f(X) := E[Y |X] = XTβ, one could assume f(X) =
∑p

i=1 fj(Xj).
Can you see why this is more general than the linear model?
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Note 2. What if we change the objective to E|Y − f(X)| ? It turns out that the best fit is
f(x) = median(Y |X = x). It is not clear why one would choose one objective over the other
a priori1.

1.2 EPE for Classification

If we have categorical variable G (with K values) instead of Y then we can define an ‘EPE’
objective using a K ×K matrix.

Example 2. This is the reasoning behind the zero-one loss function: a loss of 0 when correct
prediction happens, and a loss of value 1 when incorrect prediction happens.

The expected prediction error (EPE) in this case is:

EPE = EX

K∑

k=1

L(G = k, Ĝ(X))Pr(G = k|X),

where Ĝ(x) is the classifier and the output variable takes K values between 1, ..., K.
If we repeat our calculations as before and use the zero-one loss, we get the classifier:

Ĝ(x) = max
k∈{1,...,K}

Pr(G = k|X = x).

Note 3. This is a very intuitive classifier and is known as the Bayes classifier. See Figure 1
for how it looks like.

Note 4. A nearest-neighbor classifier approximates this as well because it is essentially
taking a ‘majority vote’.

Note 5. As mentioned before, as a heuristic, one can convert this classification setting to a
regression setting (G → Y ) and then do appropriate thresholding (say 0.5 for binary).

2 Curse of Dimensionality

Because it looks like no assumptions are needed for the nearest-neighbor methods, one should
always try them first. Especially when there is large amount of data.

Not so correct intuition: With large data, one could approximate the conditional expec-
tation very well because you can find a lot of neighbors for a point x.

The reason it breaks down is termed as the curse of dimensionality. How does it impact
statistical modeling? Say you have three inputs and N = 10000, then the nearest-neighbor
method may work well. But if you have 3000 inputs (because you collected more mea-
surements), nearest-neighbor will most likely not work from a statistical modeling point of
view!

1Perhaps, computational considerations may influence this choice.
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Figure 1: Bayes decision boundary.

Note 6. You may be worried about computing nearest neighbors in a decent amount of
time as well. There are some solutions to the computational problem (such as approximately
finding the nearest neighbors). Spotify has an open source implementation called Annoy that
tries to address the computational issue (i.e., avoid linear time). In their own words: ...“We
use it at Spotify for music recommendations. After running matrix factorization algorithms,
every user/item can be represented as a vector in f-dimensional space. This library helps
us search for similar users/items. We have many millions of tracks in a high-dimensional
space, so memory usage is a prime concern.”

Example 3. If you want to find a neighborhood-cube of side length l that covers r fraction
(say 10%) of the volume of a unit hypercube in a p dimensional space, then the side length
of such a cube is (r)1/p (say 0.11/p). Figure 2 shows how long this is for even p = 10. Thus
to capture a fixed percentage of data (if it is uniformly spread), you will need almost the full
range of each variable coordinate! This is no longer local.

The consequence of all this is that doing statistical modeling for high dimensions is very
different from low dimensions and we somehow need exponentially more observations in the
training set.

Thus, nearest neighbor methods will fail because:
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Figure 2: Large neighborhoods for the same fraction of volume.

• neighbors will not be close to the target point for which we are making a prediction,
and

• if there is special structure in the data that you are aware of, significantly better
prediction error can be obtained.

This is one of the key reasons why we want to develop different statistical modeling
techniques!

Take for instance the linear model: if the strong assumption (conditional expectation is
linear) holds, then the prediction error does not scale too badly compared to the nearest-
neighbor methods. Figure 3 illustrate the relative errors between 1-nearest neighbor and
the linear model for two specific datasets, showing that the latter is better. Note that such
a trend can be easily reversed if we change the datasets.

3 Supervised Learning

3.1 Beyond Expected (squared) Prediction Error

We have only looked at k-nearest neighbor, linear models and squared loss function, But we
can think of any function, parameterized by a parameter (say θ), and minimize the residual
sum-of-squares (RSS, which is the empirical version of EPE):

RSS(θ) =
N∑

i=1

(yi − fθ(xi))
2.

For fθ(X) = XT θ, we get a closed form expression. Otherwise, we may have to numeri-
cally optimize.
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Figure 3: Linear model (Y =) doing better than 1-nearest-neighbor for two specific datasets
(orange: Y = X + ǫ, blue: Y = 1

2
(X + 1)3, X is 1-dimensional and ǫ ∼ N(0, 1)). The y-axis

is the EPE ratio of 1-neaerst-neighbor and linear modeling.

While least squares objective is great, there is a more general principle of estimation
called Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). Say random variable Z ∼ Prθ(Z), where
the density is indexed by parameter θ, then the log-probability of observing z1, ..., zN is:

L(θ) =
N∑

i=1

logPrθ(zi).

The principle of MLE says that the most reasonable value for θ is that one, for which
the probability of the observed sample is the largest.

Example 4. If Y = fθ(X) + ǫ, ǫ ∼ N(0, σ2), then least squares is equivalent to MLE using
P (Y |X, θ) = N(fθ(X), σ2). The conditional log-likelihood of data is

L(θ) ∝
N∑

i=1

(yi − fθ(xi))
2,

which is the same as RSS(θ).

Example 5. Consider qualitative output G. Let the model be Pr(G = k|X = x) =
pk,θ(x) for 1 ≤ k ≤ K. Then the log-likelihood (also known as cross-entropy2) is L(θ) =∑N

i=1 log pgi,θ(xi).

2You may come across this term when you look at deep learning and neural network classifiers.
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3.2 Different Model Families

For a fixedN , if we optimizeRSS(f) over all functions, we will have infinitely many solutions!
So we should restrict the search space. Such restrictions are based on additional knowl-

edge and can be imposed using:

1. constraints on θ, or

2. implicitly though the learning method.

Example 6. For example, local linear fits in large neighborhoods is almost a globally linear
model and is quite restrictive.

Note 7. Generally, any method that overcomes curse of dimensionality has an associated
metric for defining the size of neighborhoods that are not small.

Lets list some methods here:

• Regularlized models: Here, the search space is controlled by defining Penalized RSS
(PRSS): PRSS(f, λ) = RSS(f)+λJ(f). These are also called penalty methods. And
are equivalent to having a log-prior from a Bayesian point of view.

• Kernel methods: These explicitly specify the local neighborhood using a kernel function
Kλ(x0, x).

– Kλ(x0, x) assigns a weight to point x in a region around x0.

– Example: Kλ(x0, x) = 1
λ
exp(−‖x−x0‖22

2λ
) assigns weights that die exponentially

with squared Euclidean distance.

– Given a Kλ(x0, x), an example model is:

f̂(x0) =
1

∑N
i=1 Kλ(x0, xi)

N∑

i=1

Kλ(x0, xi)yi,

which resembles a weighted average!

– Kk(x0, x) = 1[‖x − x0‖2 ≤ ‖x(k) − x0‖2] gives us the k-nearest-neighbor method.
Here, x(k) is the kth nearest point to x0.

• Dictionary methods: These are linear in the coefficients, but arbitrary in the inputs.
A function in this family would be fθ(x) =

∑M
m=1 θmhm(x). For instance, hm(x) =

exp(− 1
2λm

‖x− µm‖22). The are called dictionary methods, because we can choose from
a set of candidate functions to define each hm().

4 Linear Regression
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Linear regression: just means that E(Y |X) is linear in the inputs X1, ..., Xp.

Note 8. Linear methods can be applied to transformed inputs, considerably expanding their
scope. This generalization leads to what are called basis-function methods.

Model:

Y =

p∑

j=1

Xjβj

Here, Xjs can be: (a) quantitative, (b) functions of raw data (e.g., log(),
√

etc.), (c) or
even encode interactions between variables (e.g., X3 = X1 ·X2).

Note 9. Xj can also be categorical. Say it has K levels, then we can create a 1-hot encoding
to get a group of input variables Xk, k = 1, ..., K. Here Xk = 1[Xj = k].

Irrespective of how Xjs came about, the model is linear in the parameter β.

4.1 Least Squares

Recall that RSS(β) =
∑N

i=1(yi −
∑p

j=1 xijβj)
2. The geometry of least squares is illustrated

in Figure 4.
Lets derive the closed form expression for β̂ that we saw before.

RSS(β) = (y−X β)T (y−X β)

Here, X is N × p. This is a quadratic function of β. If we differentiate with respect to β, we
get:

∂RSS

∂β
= −2XT (y−X β),

and

∂2RSS

∂β∂βT
= 2XT X .

If X has full column rank, then XT X is positive definite. Setting the first derivative equal
to zero, i.e.,

XT (y−X β) = 0,we get

⇒ β̂ = (XT X)−1 XT y .

Note 10. Does it happen that the rank of X = [x1 . . .xp] is not p? The answer is yes. For
instance, if x2 = 4x1. Another example: when we transform categorical variable Xj into
1-hot encoding.

Note 11. When X is not full rank, then β̂ is not unique! One fix is to drop redundant
columns.
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Figure 4: We seek a linear function of X that minimizes RSS(β).

5 Summary

We learned the following things:

• Introduced probability while defining supervised learning problems.

• Curse of dimensionality motivated us to look for other statistical models (we will see
them in future lectures!).

• Linear Regression: interaction terms, categorical variables.

In the next lecture, we will discuss subset selection and LASSO methods in regression.
And move to the nuances of classification.

A Sample Exam Questions

• What is the regression function in the context of minimizing EPE?

• In what ways does k-nearest neighbor get affected by the curse of dimensionality?
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• What is the equivalent maximum likelihood setup that justifies minimizing RSS?
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Lecture 3

IDS575: Statistical Models and Methods
Theja Tulabandhula

Notes derived from the book titled “Elements of Statistical Learning [2nd edition] (Sections 3.2-3.4)

1 Bias Variance Tradeoff

Let us now understand the expressiveness or complexity of models. As seen in the previous
section, such complexity is controlled by:

• regularizer coefficient

• kernel parameters, or

• number and type of basis functions.

We cannot use RSS(f), which is defined on training data, to determine these parameters.
This is because we will always pick those that give the least residuals. Such models will fail
spectacularly on test data.

Lets look at what the impact of the parameter is by first writing down the EPE at a test
point x0, and then specializing it for the k-nearest-neighbor method.

Let Y = f(X) + ǫ with E[ǫ] = 0 and V ar(ǫ) = σ2. Let xi be non-random.

EPE(x0) = Eǫ,τ [(Y − f̂(x0))|X = x0]

= σ2 + Bias2(f̂(x0)) + Varτ (f̂(x0))

There are three key terms above:

• First term: Irreducible error σ2. This is the variance of the new test output variable,
and cannot be removed/reduced even if you know f(x0).

• Second term: Is called the bias term. it is the difference between the true mean f(x0)
and the expected value of the estimate.
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• Third term: is the variance of the estimate.

Example 1. The k-nearest-neighbor method: Bias is f(x0) − 1
k

∑k

l=1 f(x(l)) and Variance

is σ2

k
. Here x(l) is the lth nearest neighbor. Bias may increase with increasing k because

neighbors are further away. The variance is just the variance of the average, so it decreases
as k increases. Thus, there is a bias-variance tradeoff with respect to k.

When model complexity increases, there is more variance and less bias. When model
complexity decreases, there is more bias and less variance.

We want to choose model complexity to trade bias with variance so as to minimize test
error (e.g, EPE). Training error (e.g., RSS) is not a good estimate of test error. Figure 1
shows an illustration of the behavior of test and training errors as model complexity of some
model family is varied.

Figure 1: Bias Variance tradeoff for some model family. Example: model complexity for the
k-nearest-neighbor family of methods is the parameter k.

With larger model complexity, the model adapts itself too much to the training data,
leading to overfitting. On the other hand, if the model is not complex enough, it will lead
to underfitting.

2 Linear Regression (Continued)

Recall that

β̂ = (XT X)−1 Xy

minimizes RSS(β).
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2.1 Sampling Properties of β̂

Now we bring in the joint distribution and use it to describe properties of β̂. Lets assume:

• yi are uncorrelated and have variance σ2.

• xi are non-random.

Under the above assumptions, V ar(β̂) = (XT X)−1σ2

To make further inference, lets assume E(Y |X) = XTβ and Y = XTβ + ǫ, with ǫ ∼
N(0, σ2). Then,

β̂ ∼ N(β, (XT X)−1σ2)

σ̂ ∼ σ2

N − p
χ2
N−p

Note 1. In the ESLII book, the assume X is p+ 1 dimensional, so there is a slight change
in the above formula.

This allows us to define some hypothesis tests and confidence intervals for β and βj.

1. Let Z-score be β̂

σ̂
√
vj
, where vj is the jth diagonal entry of (XT X)−1. Under the null

that βj is 0, zj is distributed as tN−p−1 (t distribution). If we know σ, zj will be a
standard normal.

2. To test for groups of variables (e.g., if the original Xj is categorical, then several
variables Xk will be related): We define the F statistic as:

F =
(RSS0 −RSS1)/(p1 − p0)

RSS1/(N − p1)
,

where RSS1 is for the bigger model. This statistic will be Fp1−p0,N−p1 distributed under
the null that the smaller model is correct.

3. Confidence intervals: Isolating βj, we get a 1− 2α confidence interval as

{β̂−z1−α√vj σ̂, β̂+z1−α√vj σ̂}.

For instance, z1−0.05 = 1.645 for standard normal.
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Figure 2: Prostate cancer dataset: predictor correlations.

2.2 Prostate Cancer Example

Figure 2 and 3 shows how the input variables are correlated. These are: log cancer vol-
ume (lcavol), log prostate weight (lweight), age, log of benign prostate hyperplastia (lbph),
seminal vesicle invasion (svi), log of capsular penetration (lcp), Gleason score (gleason) and
percent of Gleason scores 4 or 5 (pgg45). The response variable is the level of prostate-specific
antigen (lpsa).

We can fit a linear regression model to this data after standardizing the inputs. Training
has 67 observations and test has 30. The output of regression is shown in Figure 4. With
9 parameters, the 0.025 quantile of t67−9 is ±2. Notice that lcp and lcavol are strongly
correlated but only the latter is significant.

The prediction error is 0.521. Predicting using the mean value of lpsa would have gotten
1.057 (the base error rate). The linear model reduces this error by about 50%.

Most models are distortion of truth. A good model is obtained when a suitable trade-off
is made between bias and variance.

Note 2. Mean Squared Error (MSE) is related to Expected (Squared) Prediction Error

(EPE) at a point x0. For instance, for estimate xT
0 β̂, E(Y0 − xT

0 β̂) = σ2 + E(xT
0 β̂−xT

0 β)
2.

Example 2. If X is 1-dimensional and there is no intercept, then β̂ =
∑N

i=1
xiyi∑N

i=1
x2

i

.(Check that

this is true yourself!)

Example 3. Say the columns of input data matrix X, xj are orthogonal. Then, each

coefficient β̂j =
x
T
j y

x
T
j x

. You can get this by expanding out the closed form formula and using

the fact that xT
i xj = 0 for i 6= j.

Note 3. What happens if Y is K-dimensional? Well, clearly β is not a vector anymore. It is
a p×K dimensional matrix and the model is Y = Xβ+E (E is the error matrix). It turns out

that the least squares estimated matrix β̂ is still the same as before: i.e., β̂ = (XT X)−1 XT y.
What this means is that the coefficients for the kth outcome/output variable are just the
least squares estimates when the kth coordinate is regressed on X. In other words, it is as if
you are solving K different single-dimensional-output linear regression problems.
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Figure 3: Scatterplot of predictors.

Least squares is great, especially due to its rich history and use in practice. But what
happens when: (a) the prediction accuracy is not good enough? And (b) there are lots
of feature coordinates? We will see that introducing more bias can sometimes improve
prediction accuracy as well as tell us about feature importance. This is what we will do
next!

Example 4. When there are many correlated input variables, it is empirically observed
that linear regression coefficients become poorly determined and exhibit high variance. A
large positive coefficient on one coordinate can be cancelled by a similarly large negative
coefficient on another related coordinate.

3 Biasing Linear Regression via Subset Selection, Ridge

and LASSO

We will introduce bias to linear regression via three methods: subset selection, ridge regres-
sion and LASSO. The bias will be such that some input variables will have higher coefficients,
allowing us to infer that these are the important ones. This is related to model selection,
which is a topic that will be discussed later.
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Figure 4: Prostate cancer dataset: Linear regression output.

3.1 Subset Selection

What do we want to do here? We want to retain only a subset of input variables and discard
the rest of the input variables.

How do we do this?

• Strategy 1: Say the number of features is p. Then for every 1 ≤ k ≤ p, we find the
RSS with linear regression with just k features. Note that for

(
p

k

)
such subsets of input

variables to consider. See Figure 5 for a plot of RSS for the prostate cancer example.

The best-subset curve (red line in Figure 5) is decreasing, so it cannot be used to pick
k. The choice of k depends on bias and variance. One way to choose is: we pick k that
minimizes an estimate of error. Such an estimate can be obtained by cross validation

(see below).

• Strategy 2: Because considering all subsets is time consuming1, one could start with
the intercept and sequentially add a variable that reduces the RSS the most. This
is called a greedy procedure, and has a couple of advantages: We only consider O(p2)
subsets instead of O(2p), implying less computation. Further, lesser subsets to consider
also implies more bias and less variance2.

Example 5. Although we omit the details here, both strategy 1 and strategy 2 above give
the same subset.

When we do subset selection and get the input variables that seem to be the best in
predicting the dependent variable, we should avoid displaying the standard errors and z-
scores for the corresponding model. Why is this the case? This is because data was not just
used to get the model β̂, but also used to subset features. This makes the regression analysis
we saw before, inapplicable!

1The number of all non-empty subsets of a set with p elements is 2p − 1.
2This is a hand-wavy remark for now, we haven’t made this precise.
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Figure 5: Prostate cancer dataset: Subset selection.

3.1.1 Cross Validation Primer

Figure 6: Prostate cancer dataset: Coefficients estimated using extensions of linear regres-
sion. The last two lines are post cross-validation and report numbers using the 30 observation
test data.

Figure 6 shows the performance of subset selection compared to vanilla linear regression
(there are a few other methods there, and we will discuss them soon).

Lets go into the details of cross-validation that we mentioned earlier. It is a useful tool
to get an estimate of test error, which itself is useful to pick the right subset size.

Note 4. Why do we need an estimate of test error? We need it to find the right subset size
k, for instance. And we should not use the original test data for this. Because that data is
to score the final model. The choice of k should only be determined using the data you are
working with, i.e., training data!
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Cross validation happens as follows. You want to estimate test error for a k that you
chose. You do the following:

• Break training data randomly into 10 buckets3 (sets or folds).

• For a given k, do the following for each subset:

– Compute the linear model using the subset of input features, using 9 of the folds.
Evaluate the performance of the corresponding model on the 10th fold.

– Repeat the above step in-turn for each of the 10 folds.

– Average the errors. This is your estimate of the prediction error for this subset.

• Find the best subset of size k by doing the above for all subsets of the given size k,
and picking the subset with the lowest estimated prediction error.

• Do the above for each k to get the corresponding error estimates, one per value of k.
Now pick the best k (and the subset) using these error estimates.

Once the k and the subset is picked, you could use the full training data to build the
final regression model. This can then be scored against the original test data (e.g., in the
prostate cancer example, we had 67 observations in training and 30 observations as part of
the test data).

4 Summary

We learned the following things:

• Bias variance trade-off.

• Linear Regression: sampling properties of β̂.

• Subset selection.

In the next lecture, we will discuss ridge regression, LASSO, and the nuances of classifi-
cation through: (a) Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and (b) logistic regression.

3The choice of 10 was arbitrary here.
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A Sample Exam Questions

1. Is k-nearest neighbor the best method among all supervised learning methods? Explain
why or why not.

2. How would you use a categorical feature (say, taking three values (cat,dog,fox)) in
linear regression?

3. In which situations would X not be full rank? Does this pose any issue in linear
regression modeling? If so, how would you mitigate it?

4. How would you perform a hypothesis test to check the null βj = 0?
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Lecture 4

IDS575: Statistical Models and Methods
Theja Tulabandhula

Notes derived from the book titled “Elements of Statistical Learning [2nd edition] (Sections 3.4 and

4.1-4.4)

We have briefly discussed bias-variance trade-off in Lecture 3. We will again revisit it in
Lecture 5 (Model Assessment and Selection).

1 Applications

1.1 Prostate Cancer Prediction

Figure 1: Prostate cancer dataset: Coefficients estimated using extensions of linear regres-
sion. The last two lines are post cross-validation and report numbers using the 30 observation
test data.

Figure 1 shows the performance of certain biased methods (we saw subset selection last
time) compared to vanilla linear regression.
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1.2 Salary Calculator by Stackoverflow

Here is an example of regression task used to create an information tool1 (Announced on
Sept 19th 2017).

The folks at Stackoverflow, an online question answering website that also provides a job
board, released a salary calculator. Its purpose is to help job seekers as well as employers
find typical salaries based on input variables such as experience level, location, technologies
used and educational qualification.

So they collected data using a survey. And the survey seeks the information related to the
input variables defined above. As an example of some preliminary analysis, a plot of salary
versus years of experience is shown in Figure 2. The authors mention that developers in San
Francisco and Seattle have different salaries compared to the rest of the US. In the survey,
they did not ask for the city. To overcome this, they used the IP addresses to geolocate
respondents.

Figure 2: Exploratory plot from the salary survey (Image source).

Here is another exploratory plot (Figure 3) showing the impact of type of work (tech-
nologies used) on salaries.

The authors chose to create salary predictions only when there were enough observations
for a given location (city or country). And the model they used is the familiar linear re-

gression2. Specifically, they modeled the salaries in log scale, because they found the salary
distribution was log-normal, ‘with a long tail of very high salaries’.

Here is a plot (Figure 4) of the residuals, giving a hint to whether linear modeling is a
good enough model choice here. The residuals seem mostly flat, except for the US where
they are low around the ends. This is an indicator that a linear model is not sufficient here.

1See link for more information.
2They may have done an ad-hoc subset selection, which is not discussed.

2

https://stackoverflow.com/jobs/salary
https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/
https://zgab33vy595fw5zq-zippykid.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/survey-1-1024x585.png
https://stackoverflow.blog/2017/09/19/much-developers-earn-find-stack-overflow-salary-calculator/


Figure 3: Another exploratory plot from the salary survey (Image source).

Here is a link to fun discussion page, by people who may use such a predictive tool!

2 Biasing Linear Regression via Ridge Regression and

LASSO

Other than k-nearest neighbors, we have been focusing on linear methods for regression
so far. Today, we will see linear methods for classification. This does not mean that linear
methods are the only ones out there. One can use many other non-linear methods for both
regression and classification. One of the reasons we have been focusing on linear methods is
because they are intuitive and simpler to understand.

Subset selection is great, but is a discrete process: you either retain a coordinate of the input
variable or discard it. Intuitively, variance can be further reduced if we don’t completely
discard these coordinates. One such attempt is via ridge regression and LASSO.

2.1 Ridge Regression

The idea of ridge regression is pretty straightforward. We want to shrink regression co-
efficients (β̂js) by imposing a penalty. What do we mean by this? Remember the RSS
objective? We will just add another term to that:

RSS(λ, β) = (y−X β)T (y−X β) + λβTβ.

3
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Figure 4: Plot of residuals with linear regression: salary dataset. (Image source).

What does λ do? It is a non-negative parameter. If it is large, it will make the coefficients
shrink towards 0.

It can be shown that for a given λ, there exists a t such that the solution to the following
problem is the same as that of RSS(λ, β):

(y−X β)T (y−X β)

subject to βTβ ≤ t.

Why is this useful? It is useful because we can think of t as controlling the size of the
coefficients directly. Recall that if we do this, then the chances of high positive coefficients
on some variables and high negative coefficients on related variables is potentially mitigated.

Note 1. There is no point penalizing the intercept (corresponding to the coefficient of the
last column of X, which is all ones). If we center our data (i.e., subtract the feature means
from training), we can compute the intercept separately. So, in our exposition here, lets
assume data is centered and there is no intercept.

4
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(Not so) surprisingly, the β̂ for ridge regression looks like the solution for linear regression:

β̂ = (XT X+λI)−1 XT y .

Figure 5 shows the ridge coefficients as a function of (another function 3 df() of) λ. λ is
like the k in subset selection, and will need to be determined using cross-validation.

Figure 5: Prostate cancer dataset: Ridge regression coefficients as a function of (some func-
tion df() of) λ.

Note 2. Just like linear regression is related to Maximum Likelihood Estimation, ridge
regression is related to Maximum A posteriori Estimation (MAP). The latter estimation
problem (MAP) is like MLE but with notions of priors and posteriors.

Note 3. Quick aside about the terms prior and posterior : If you remember Bayes rule, which
is essentially about conditional distributions, it looks like this: Pr(θ|Z) = 1

Pr(Z)
Pr(Z|θ)Pr(θ).

The second term in the numerator is called prior and the term on the left hand side is called

3This function is inversely related to λ.
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posterior. This is because, we know that θ is distributed according to Pr(θ) before we ob-
serve Z (hence is called prior), and is distributed according to Pr(θ|Z) after observing Z
(hence is called posterior). The term Pr(Z|θ) is called the likelihood!

Example 1. Say Y ∼ N(XTβ, σ2) and β ∼ N(0, τ 2I). Then, assuming known τ 2, σ2, the
log posterior of β is proportional to the RSS(λ, β) above where λ = σ2/τ 2 (we will not show
this here).

2.1.1 Interpretation using Singular Value Decomposition

Let the singular value decomposition (SVD) of matrix X be X = UDVT , where D is a
diagonal (d1 ≥ d2 ≥ ...), U and V are orthogonal. Let us not worry about how this is
computed. The thing to notice here is that:

• The columns of U span the column space of X.

• The columns of V span the row space of X.

Okay, assuming the decomposition, the training predictions by the ridge solution looks
like:

X β̂ = UD(D2 +λI)−1 DUT y

=

p∑

j=1

uj

d2j
d2j + λ

uT
j y,

where uj is the jth column of U.

Note 4. The term
d2j

d2
j
+λ

≤ 1.

Like linear regression, ridge regression computes the coordinates of y with respect to the

orthonormal basis U. It then shrinks these coordinates by factors
d2j

d2
j
+λ

. There is a greater

amount of shrinkage to coordinates of basis vectors with smaller d2j .

What does a smaller d2j mean? Well, for that, lets understand the (unnormalized) sample

covariance matrix XT X = VD2 VT . The vectors vjs are the principal component directions

of X.

The first principal component direction v1 has the property that z1 = Xv1 has the
largest sample variance among all linear combinations of columns of X. This variance is

equal to
d2
1

N
.
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Figure 6: Principal components: illustration.

Note 5. z1 = Xv1 = d1 u1 is called the first principal component ofX. Subsequent principal

components zj have variance
d2j

N
, and are orthogonal to others.

Example 2. Figure 6 shows the principal components of a simulated 2-dimensional data.

Small singular values dj correspond to directions in the column space of X that have
small variance, and ridge regression shrinks these directions the most.

Note 6. When there are large number of input variables, another way to approach the
dimensionality issue is to produce a small number of linear combinations Zm,m = 1, ...,M of
the original inputs Xj and use these for regression. When Zm are the principal components,
the approach is called principal component regression. While ridge regression shrinks the
coefficients of the principal components, principal component regression discards the p−M
smallest eigenvalue components.

2.2 LASSO

LASSO is short for Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator. Thats a mouthful!
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It is very slightly different from ridge regression:

RSS(λ, β) = (y−X β)T (y−X β) + λ

p∑

j=1

|βj|.

The second term is called an ℓ1-penalty
4.

Note 7. There is no closed form expression for the LASSO estimate β̂ in general.

Example 3. Figure 7 shows how β̂js vary for LASSO as (a function of) λ is varied.

Figure 7: LASSO Coefficients as λ is varied (shrinkage factor above is inversely related to
λ).

Lets contrast LASSO with ridge regression. See Figure 8 for an example 2-dimensional
input setting. The residual sum of squares (without the penalty term) is depicted as elliptical
contours (these are the level sets, where points on the curve lead to the same value). The
LASSO level set looks like a diamond. Both methods find the first point where the elliptical
contours hit the penalty regions. Since the diamond has corners, if the ellipse hits the penalty
region at the corner, some β̂js will be zero!

Note 8. We have ignored how to compute LASSO model. The search for the best model is
not difficult because the problem is convex. We may revisit this aspect later.

4Sometimes also denoted as L1-penalty.
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Figure 8: LASSO versus ridge regression: contour plots of the residual sum of squares term
and the penalty terms.

3 Summary

We learned the following things:

• Ridge regression and reasoned what the penalty does from the SVD point of view.

• LASSO.

In the next lecture, we will discuss the nuances of classification. If time permits, we
will also look at model assessment and selection: (a) the bias-variance decomposition, (b)
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), (c) cross-validation, and (d) bootstrap methods.
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A Sample Exam Questions

1. How does cross-validation improve over just breaking training data further into a val-
idation set and using the remaining for actual training?

2. Why is validation necessary? Why can’t we just use test set?

3. What is the motivation between ridge regression and LASSO? How do they relate to
subset selection?
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Lecture 5

IDS575: Statistical Models and Methods
Theja Tulabandhula

Notes derived from the book titled “Elements of Statistical Learning [2nd edition] (Sections 4.1-4.4,

7)

1 Classification using Linear Regression

Lets start thinking of classification now. Here the output variable G takes discrete values.
Say, hypothetically, you divide the input region into a collection of regions and label

them according to the true classification. These decision boundaries can be jagged or nice
(e.g., smooth/linear). There are methods that can output classifiers that only lead to linear
decision boundaries. These are the ones we will start looking at.

As we saw before, we could use linear regression for classification. To do so, from G,
make a K dimensional output variable Y (this is also called one-hot encoding). And fit a
linear model. More precisely, predict the kth indicator output variable using

f̂k(X) = β̂
T

k X.

The decision boundary between any two classes, say class k and l, would be given by f̂k(X) =

f̂ l(X). This is a hyperplane1. Hence the input space is divided into regions with linear
decision boundaries.

How does one classify using f̂k, k = 1, ..., K? Well, we can simply take the class corre-
sponding to the largest one. These are generally called discriminant functions. We will see
other discriminant functions later (LDA and logistic regression) soon.

Example 1. Linearity decision boundaries may seem more restrictive than necessary. But
it turns out that certain nonlinear boundaries, such as quadratic, can be thought of as linear
boundaries in a higher dimension. This is illustrated in Figure 1, where the original data is
2-dimensional.

Here are the steps for using linear regression for classification:

1Given constants a (p-dimensional) and c (1-dimensional), a hyperplane is a set of points z that obey
a
T
z = c.
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Figure 1: Linear decision boundaries in 2 and 5 dimensions (in the latter case, visualized in
the original 2-dimensional space).

1. Each response category (k = 1, ..., K) is coded as an indicator variable (this is a
K-dimensional vector with all zeros except the location/coordinate corresponding to
category/level k.)

2. Collect them together to get the indicator response matrix Y, which is N × K-
dimensional. Each row has a single 1 in it.

3. Fit a linear regression model to each of the columns of Y simultaneously, which is
β̂ = (XT X)−1 XT Y. Here β̂ is p×K-dimensional.

4. A new observation x0 is classified by:

• Compute xT
0 β̂, which is a K-dimensional row vector.

• Identify the largest component, and report its index as the category/level.

Regression estimates conditional expectation. For Yk, E[Yk|X = x] = Pr(G = k|X = x),
hence this is reasonable, assuming Pr(G = k|X = x) are linear functions of x.

Note 1. Some coordinates of xT
0 β̂ can be negative or greater than one, which is a bad

approximation to Pr(G = k|X = x).

Note 2. There is another issue with using regression, especially when K ≥ 3: classes can
get masked by other classes.

Example 2. Figure 2 represents an example of class masking. Here the three classes can be
separated easily by linear boundaries, but linear regression is unable to do so! To understand
this, look at Figure 3. The data has been projected onto the line joining the three centroids.
The three regression lines are also plotted, and we can see that the line corresponding to the
middle class is horizontal/never-dominant. Although using quadratic features help in this
example, there is no easy solution in general.
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Figure 2: Class masking when linear regression is used for classification (left). Another
method LDA (right) is able to circumvent this issue.

Figure 3: Class masking is minitgated using quadratic derived features (right) in this exam-

ple. Without them, the f̂ for one of the class never dominates (left).

2 Classification using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

If we recall statistical decision theory that we discussed before, then we know that P (G =
k|X = x) gives us the best classification (for the zero-one loss). Lets try to get to that
quantity by using Bayes rule. Here’s how:

1. Let the class conditional density of X be fk(X), k = 1, ..., K

2. Let the class prior be πk, k = 1, ..., K

3. Then the class posterior density is

P (G = k|X = x) =
fk(x)πk∑K

l=1 fl(x)πl

.

The Bayes rule above tells us that choosing a model for fk(X) can give us the posterior
distribution. There are many methods that model these densities, including LDA and Naive

Bayes and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA). Lets focus on LDA for now.
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LDA assumes that fk(X) ∼ N(µk,Σk) and Σk = Σ for all k = 1, .., K.

Thus, when we compare two classes via the log-ratio of their posteriors we get:

log
Pr(G = k|X = x)

Pr(G = l|X = x)
= log

fk(X)

fl(X)
+ log

πk

πl

= log
πk

πl

−
1

2
(µk + µl)

TΣ−1(µk − µl) + xTΣ−1(µk − µl).

This is linear in x!

The linear log-odds ratio implies that the decision boundary for any pair of classes is
linear (the points x at which Pr(G = k|X = x) = Pr(G = l|X = x)).

Example 3. Figure 4 illustrates these boundaries for a simulated 2-dimensional data in-
volving three classes.

Figure 4: LDA boundaries for a simulated data with the same covariance for the three
classes. Left plot shows the lines correspond to the Bayes decision boundaries. The right
plot shows the LDA decision boundaries using training data.

The LDA decision rule is to pick the class with the maximum among the following
discriminant functions : δk(x) = xTΣ−1µk −

1
2
µT
kΣ

−1µk + log πk.
The parameters of the discriminant functions are estimated from training data as:

• π̂k =
Nk

N
, where Nk is the number of class-k observations

• µ̂k =
∑

gi=k xi/Nk

• Σ̂ = 1
N−K

∑
k

∑
gi=k(xi − µ̂k)(xi − µ̂k)

T .

Note 3. Gaussian assumption is critical here. Would it hold if one of the features was
categorical?
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Note 4. Quadratic Discriminant Analysis(QDA): If you relax the assumption that all class
densities do not have the same Σ, we end up with discriminant functions that are quadratic.
This also leads to quadratic decision boundaries.

Example 4. Figure 5 shows how QDA varies from LDA for a 2-dimensional dataset. For
LDA, interactions terms were accounted for to fit a model in 5 dimensions (see Figure 1). As
you can see, there is not much difference between them for this dataset. Since QDA needs
to estimate different covariance matrices, the number of parameters is much larger.

Figure 5: QDA (right) versus LDA (left).

3 Classification using Logistic Regression

Logistic regression model is defined using log-ratios of posterior probabilities of classes given
feature vector. That is,

log
Pr(G = l|X = x)

Pr(G = K|X = x)
= βT

l x,

for l = 1, ..., K − 1. The log ratio is also called a logit transformation, hence the name.
From these K − 1 ratios, we can deduce that for each k

Pr(G = k|X = x) =
exp(βT

k x)

1 +
∑K−1

l=1 exp(βT
l x)

.

We will use maximum likelihood method to fit the model parameters. The log-likelihood
given a training set of size N ({xi, gi}

N
i=1) is

l({β1, ..., βK−1}) =
N∑

i=1

logPr(G = gi|X = xi)

Example 5. When K = 2, we can use variables yi instead of gi to write down the log-
likelihood in a nicer form.
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• Let yi = 1 when gi = 1 and let it be 0 when gi is 2.

• Let Pr(G = 1|X = x) = p (just a shorthand notation)

Then,

l(β1) =
N∑

i=1

{
yi log p+ (1− yi) log(1− p)

}

=
N∑

i=1

{
yiβ

Txi − log(1 + exp(βTx))
}
.

Maximizing the log-likelihood turns out to be a convex2 problem and can be solved using
several off-the-shelf solvers.

Note 5. There is also another way to solve for β1 that involves repeatedly solving linear
regression problems. The method is called IRLS (Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares) that
solves the following in each iteration:

βnew ← argmin
β

(z−X β)T (z−X β),

where z = X βold +W−1(y−p), W is a N ×N diagonal matrix with entries Pr(G = 1|X =
xi)(1−Pr(G = 1|X = xi)) and p is a N -dimensional vector with entries Pr(G = 1|X = xi),
all evaluated at βold. Finally, note that this is not super interesting unless one cares about
optimization and is working in a large scale setting.

3.1 Logistic Regression versus LDA

Since the logistic model and the LDA have very similar forms for the log-ratios of probabil-
ities, they may seem similar. They do in fact have the same linear form. But there are key
differences in how the coefficients are estimated.

• Logistic regression makes lesser assumptions. Specifically, it does not impose that the
marginal density of X is a mixture of Gaussian distributions.

• LDA on the other hand makes Gaussian assumptions. It is also estimated easily because
of this.

• If indeed data was such that P (X) was a mixture of Gaussians, then LDA would need
lesser data to reach the same level of estimation accuracy.

So if you are unsure about which to use, side with logistic regression.
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4 Model Selection and Assessment

Now that we have seen several methods: (a) linear regression with subset selection, ridge
and LASSO penalties, (b) k-nearest neighbor methods, (c) linear discriminant analysis, and
(d) logistic regression, lets discuss how to pick the most promising model.

We want to know the generalization performance: the prediction capability on indepen-
dent test data.

This is the problem of model selection and assessment. We have already seen cross-
validation as a way to assess any choice that we make while doing model search. There are
other methods, some simpler than other that help us assess performance. Before doing that,
lets understand model complexity.

4.1 Model Complexity, Model Bias and Model Variance

As before, let τ = {(x1, y1), ..., (xi, yi), ..., (xN , yN)} represent the training set, and L(Y, f̂α(X))
denote the loss function for measuring errors (α denotes a tunable parameter or choice that
you make). We have already seen the expected prediction error:

Err = Eτ,Pr(X,Y )[L(Y, f̂α(X))] = Eτ [Errτ ],

where Errτ = EPr(X,Y )[L(Y, f̂α)|τ ]. This latter quantity is also what we want to know, but
is not easy to estimate, so we focus on Err instead. Figure 6 depicts both of these for 100
simulated trainings sets with 50 observations each, and using LASSO.

Training error is the average loss over the training sample (RSS is a special case), and

we will denote it as err = 1
N

∑N

i=1 L(yi, f̂α(xi)). In general, negative log-likelihoods can be
used to define the loss function as well.

The intuition for model complexity is this: as the model becomes more complex (more
parameters), it will be able to adapt to more underlying structure in the data. The model
bias will decrease, but the model variance will increase.

Note 6. Although we discuss quantitative outputs here, most of our discussion can also
encompass the qualitative output setting easily.

Note 7. We want to set the tuning parameter α such that we get the minimum Err.

Note 8. There are two related but distinct goals: (a) model selection that involves esti-
mating different models (corresponding to different αs) to pick the best one; and (b) model
assessment that involves estimating the Err for a given model.

Example 6. Say we have lots of data. Then we can do the following:
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Figure 6: Illustration of expected prediction error Err (solid red) vs Errτ (light red) for
LASSO. Training error err (blue) decreases as model complexity increases.

• Randomly divide dataset into three parts as shown in Figure 7.

• Fit models using train.

• Use validation to estimate Err for model selection.

• Finally, use test set to estimate Err of the one chosen model (model assessment). Do
not use test set multiple times!

Figure 7: Train, validation and test sets.

You have to make a choice about what proportion of your data will be validation and test.

If we do not have lots of data, then we can attempt to use other methods discussed here,
viz., AIC, BIC and cross-validation.

4.2 Bias Variance Decomposition

Consider the data distribution Pr(X, Y ) such that Y = f(X) + ǫ, E[ǫ] = 0, V ar(ǫ) = σ2,
and X fixed. In this case, recall that the EPE (which is the same as Err for the squared
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loss) can be written at a point x0 as:

Err(x0) = σ2 + (Eτ f̂(x0)− f(x0))
2 + Eτ (̂f(x0)− Eτ f̂(x0))

2.

The first term is the variance of the output variable around its true mean f(x0). The second
term is the squared model bias and the third term is model variance.

Figure 8: An example illustration of bias-variance decompostion. Blue region indicates σ2.
Red boundary represents linear models. Purple boundary represents ridge models. Yellow
circles represent model variance (larger one for linear regression and smaller one for ridge).

The rule of thumb is that if a model is complex, then its bias will be low, but variance
will be high.

Example 7. For k-nearest neighbor:

• Bias: (f(x0)−
1
k

∑k

l=1 f(x(l)))
2.

• Variance: σ2/k.

This means that if k is chosen to be high, the bias is high and the variance is low. When k
is small, f̂(x) can adapt itself better to the underlying f(x).
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Example 8. For a p-dimensional linear model, the variance term for Err(x0) is equal to
‖X(XT X)−1x0‖2σ

2. There is a slightly intuitive version for the in-sample model variance
term for 1

N

∑
i Err(xi), which is pσ2/N . Figure 8 shows an illustration of bias-variance

decomposition for this class of models.

Note 9. Bias variance decomposition behaves differently for different loss functions. This
implies different tuning parameters for different settings.

4.3 Model Selection Basics

Note 10. Intuitively, training error err will be less than the expected error Err because the
same data is used to fit the model as well as assess its error.

Methods such as AIC and BIC try to estimate the optimism in training error err and
add a corrective term to get an estimate of Err. Thus, they use training data only, and
mostly make sense3 for linear models. On the other hand, methods such as cross-validation
directly estimate Err, but use ‘validation’ data.

4.4 AIC: Akaike Information Criterion

The AIC tells us to pick the model with the smallest AIC over the set of models considered.
AIC for regression models is defined as follows. Let errα and d(α) be the training error

and number of parameters of model f̂α(x). Then, AIC is:

AIC = errα + 2
d(α)

N
σ̂2,

where σ̂2 is the estimated noise variance.
AIC for classification models such as logistic regression is defined as:

AIC = −
2

N

N∑

i=1

logPr
θ̂
(yi) + 2

d

N
.

Although it is a useful way to perform model selection, it may be inapplicable for certain
choices of loss/likelihood functions. Further it is sensitive to d(α).

4.5 BIC: Bayesian Information Criterion

BIC is an alternative to AIC and is applicable when the loss function is defined in terms of
a likelihood function (so we are maximum likelihoods here). The general formula is:

BIC = −2
N∑

i=1

logPr
θ̂
(yi) + d logN.
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Under simple Gaussian assumptions, it simplifies to:

BIC =
N

σ2
err + d logN.

Because of the logN term, it penalizes more complex models more heavily than AIC.

Although the formula looks very similar, BIC is motivated from a Bayesian perspective.
Say we have multiple models. Say we have the same prior for each model. Then the posterior
given data can be written as the likelihood times the prior. It turns out that the (negative
of) log of this posterior can be approximated using the equations defined above.

Note 11. There is an additional benefit of BIC over AIC because of the Bayesian perspective:
we can compare two models easily because we have the posterior probability of each model.

4.6 Nuances of Cross-Validation

Cross-validation (CV) estimates Err directly. It uses part of training data to fit models, and
a different part to estimate Err, and repeats this by exchanging the parts. For example,
K = 5 parts look as shown in Figure 9, where we have chosen the third part to estimate
Err in this turn.

Figure 9: An example CV data split.

When K = N , we call this version of CV leave-one-out cross-validation.

How to pick K, the cross-validation parameter? Again it is a choice. Lets see how it
impacts estimation of Err.

Example 9. One of the factors that influences how K-CV performs is the performance of the
learning methods as training data increases. Figure 10 shows an illustration of the learning

curve of a classifier. The classifier performance increases as training set size N increases up
to about 100 observations, beyond which the performance improvement is small.

If our training data had 200 observations to work with. Then choosing K = 5 would give
us 160 observations to fit a model, whose performance would be similar to the model fit using
the full 200 observations. On the other hand, if our training data had 50 observations, then
K = 5 would give us only 40 observations to fit a model, which would give us an incorrect
(lower) estimate of 1− Err.
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Figure 10: Learning curve as a function of training set.

4.7 Incorrect Use of CV

Cross validation should always be applied before the entire sequence (if any) of choices
are made. For example, folds must be created before any filtering/data-processing steps are
applied. And these filtering/data-processing steps must be applied in turn within each run
of CV.

Note 12. If you ignore the realizations of the output variable, then you can process the
remaining data (predictors) without involving cross-validation here.

Example 10. Say you plot scatterplots of predictors with the output and pick a subset
of predictors (say 100). Using these, you build your classifier. And use cross-validation to
estimate the error of the final model. This is an incorrect application of cross-validation!

Consider setting where N = 50, p = 5000 and all the input variables are standard Gaus-
sians that are independent of class labels. Then the true Err = 50%. If we use the above
process for 1-nearest neighbor, we get a CV error rate as 3% (50 simulations, see Figure 11).
The reason for this discrepancy is that the chosen input variables have an unfair advantage
because they were chosen based on all data. Leaving data out after that does not let us
estimate its Err correctly because these variables have “seen the left out data” as well. In
Figure 11, we chose a random set of 10 observations (because we are using 5-fold CV) and
computed the correlation between the pre-selected 100 input variable coordinates and the
class labels of just these 10 samples. These correlations are non-zero!

So what is the correct way? First divide data into K folds. For each fold, find input
coordinates that correlated with labels using all data except the kth fold. Build a model
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using all data except the kth fold. Get its Err estimate. Repeat this over all folds in turn.
Average the estimates. The bottom panel in Figure 11 shows the correlation of class labels
with chosen predictors in a typical fold, which is zero on average.

Figure 11: Incorrect vs correct use of cross-validation.

Note 13. Models must always be retrained from scratch for each turn of the K-CV.

Note 14. It is also useful to report the standard error of the CV estimate of Err to get an
idea about the variance of the estimator.

5 Summary

We learned the following things:

• Classification via regression, linear discriminant analysis and logistic regression.

• Model selection and assessment using: (a) the bias-variance decomposition, (b) Akaike
and Bayesian Information Criterion (AIC, BIC), and (c) cross-validation.
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A Sample Exam Questions

1. What is class masking?

2. What are the similarities and differences between LDA and logistic regression?

3. What is the difference between Err and Errτ?

4. How do you find the final model using cross-validation? What data will be used to
find it?
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Lecture 6

IDS575: Statistical Models and Methods
Theja Tulabandhula

Notes derived from the book titled “Elements of Statistical Learning [2nd edition] (Sections 8.2)

1 Beyond Supervised Learning

There are very interesting and realistic ways in which statistical models and methods influ-
ence several fields. We have seen such examples in previous lectures. Here is one more:

Example 1. A very visual example of the potential of using statistical models is illustrated
in a webapp, made by a few companies (Stoj, UseAllFive, Google).

The setting is supervised learning. It happens that they use a certain family of models
called neural networks (instead of the familiar LDA and logistic regression) to perform a
classification task. The number of classes is 3. You need to generate visual input variable
realizations (images!) using the browser/webcam. Once trained on examples from each class,
the classifier can classify any new visual input to one of the three classes. Each prediction
triggers a gif to be played, giving a cool overall effect.

We will now look at the general landscape of statistical modeling and a couple of key
methods to model and infer.

Previously:

• We have been studying the supervised learning task. This involved minimizing the
squared loss or the cross-entropy loss (this is defined for a classification model as∑N

i=1
logPrθ(G = gi|X = xi), where θ is the parameter of the model. Classification is

made at a new point x0 as argmaxk=1,..,K Prθ(G = k|X = x0)).

• We connected these loss functions the method of maximizing likelihood estimation
(MLE).

• The MLE method (and others) are applicable to statistical problems beyond supervised
learning.

1
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So, we will look at a couple of these general statistical problems and methods that solve
them.

In general, in a statistical modeling task, the inference problem is to estimate either the
unknown parameters of the model or a distribution over them. This is called inference.

Before discussing inference, lets look at a tool called the bootstrap, a straightforward
process to estimate prediction uncertainty.

2 The Bootstrap for Capturing Prediction Uncertainty

The bootstrap is a general process for capturing prediction uncertainty, used throughout
statistics. Consider data Z = (z1, ..., zN). For instance, this can be training data (zi =
(xi, yi)). The idea is to sample new datasets with replacement from Z, where each new
dataset is of size N (there are variations where this is not necessary). Let the number of
new datasets is B. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The bootstrap process. The new datasets are denoted Z∗b, b = 1, ..., B.

We fit a model to each of the dataset and look at the performance of the models across the
B replications. Let S(Z) be a function of data (for example, it can be the linear regression
model making a prediction at a fixed point x0).

Using bootstrap, we can estimate any aspect of the distribution of S(Z). It is like aMonte-

Carlo estimation1of any function of S(Z) under sampling from the empirical distribution
function for data Z = (z1, ..., zN).
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Below, we list two example ways to quantify prediction uncertainty.

Example 2. How do we use the bootstrap for say estimating Err? We can do the following:

• For each observation, we record the predictions from bootstrap samples that do not
contain this observation.

• Then we average over the performance of these predictions as: 1

N

∑N

i=1

1

C−i

∑
b∈C−i L(yi, f̂

∗b
(xi)).

Here, C−i is the set of bootstrap samples b that do not contain observation i, and |C−i| is

their number. f̂
∗b
(x) is the model fit using the bth bootstrap sample.

Just like cross-validation, training size may impact how well the bootstrap estimates
Err.

Example 3. How do we use the bootstrap to get confidence bands around predictions? We
can do the following:

• For each bootstrap sample, fit the prediction function.

• Get the 95% (in general 1 − α%) point-wise confidence band from the percentiles at
each x. Say, for a 95% with B = 200, the 2.5% × 200 percentile on each side would
correspond to the fifth largest and smallest value at each x.

See Figures 2 and 3 for an illustration. Here, N = 50 and 7 pre-determined basis
functions of the original 1-dimensional input variable were used. The model is nothing but
a vector of coefficients β̂ that linearly combines the basis functions.

Figure 2: Dataset and the basis functions.

Thus, the bootstrap gives a direct computational way to assess prediction uncertainty.

1Monte-Carlo estimate corresponds to taking an average of a bunch of points. We will discuss this later.
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Figure 3: Confidence intervals (±1.96× standard error) using linear regression (top right)
and confidence bands using the bootstrap (bottom right).

3 Inference using MLE

Now, lets focus on a general statistical task: say Z ∼ gθ. That is, there is a parameter vector
θ that specifies a distribution function (more precisely, the density function) for the random
variable Z.

Example 4. If Z ∼ N(µ, σ2), then θ = [µ, σ2]T .

The likelihood function is L(θ;Z) =
∏N

i=1
gθ(zi), which captures the probability of ob-

served data under model gθ. We maximize the likelihood, keeping Z fixed and varying θ.
While maximizing a function, taking its log does not change the maximum point, so we
maximize l(θ;Z) =

∑N

i=1
log gθ(zi).

Say the maximum is attained at θ̂. We can create a confidence bands for this estimate
as well. How? With our familiar tool: the bootstrap!

Note 1. Just like in cross validation, choices should be made for each bootstrap sample
separately, to get the right confidence bands.

4 Summary

We learned the following things:
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• Learning problems that are broader in scope than supervised learning.

• Learning/inference in these setting can be achieved using maximum likelihood.

A Sample Exam Questions

1. What are the different ways to use the bootstrap in a statistical modeling task?

B List of Topics

1. Linear models

2. k-nearest neighbors

3. Comparison between nearest neighbor and linear methods

4. Statistical decision theory

5. Curse of dimensionality

6. Supervised learning

7. Linear regression

8. Bias-variance trade-off

9. Subset selection

10. Cross validation

11. Ridge regression

12. LASSO

13. Classification using linear regression

14. Linear discriminant analysis

15. Logistic regression

16. Model selection

17. Maximum likelihood method

18. Bootstrap
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Lecture 7

IDS575: Statistical Models and Methods
Theja Tulabandhula

Notes derived from the book titled “Elements of Statistical Learning [2nd edition] (Sections 8.5-8.6,

9.1-9.2)

1 Inference using Expectation Maximization

The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is a very useful tool to simplify MLE prob-
lems that are difficult to solve.

Lets understand it for a specific problem first: the problem of density estimation.

Density estimation is the problem of estimating the distribution function (density func-
tion) using a dataset.

Consider the 1-dimensional data (N = 20) shown in Figure 1 and enumerated in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Dataset of 20 1-dimensional points, drawn as a histogram on the left. MLE fit on
the right (solid red, more explanation in text).

Eyeballing the data, it looks like there is bi-modality, so we hypothesize that the data
came from a mixture of two Gaussian distributions in the following way:

1. Y1 ∼ N(µ1, σ
2
1)

1



Figure 2: Data used for the histogram in Figure 1.

2. Y2 ∼ N(µ1, σ
2
1)

3. ∆ ∼ Bernoulli(π)

4. Y = (1−∆)Y1 +∆Y2.

The above is called a generative description. We flip a coin with bias π and then depending
on the outcome, make Y equal to Y1 or Y2. This is a very popular model in statistics and
machine learning.

The density of Y is gY = (1− π)N(Y ;µ1, σ
2
1) + πN(Y ;µ2, σ

2
2) and the parameter vector

is θ = [π, µ1, σ
2
1, µ2, σ

2
2]

T .
The log likelihood is

l(θ;Y) =
N∑

i=1

log[(1− π)N(yi;µ1, σ
2

1) + πN(yi;µ2, σ
2

2)].

This optimization problem is difficult because there is an additive term inside the log. It
turns out that there are multiple local maxima for this function1.

Lets introduce the unobserved/latent variables δi (realizations of ∆ ∼ Bernoulli(π) taking
values 0 and 1 resp.). Then the new log-likelihood would be

l0(θ;Y,∆) =
N∑

i=1

{
(1− δi)

(
logN(yi;µ1, σ

2

1) + log(1− π)
)
+ δi

(
logN(yi;µ2, σ

2

2) + log π
)}

.

Maximizing the above likelihood is easy because the terms involving one parameter can
be decoupled with terms involving other parameters.

Since δi are not observed, we could substitute their conditional expected values, which
are defined as:

γi = E[∆i|θ,Y],

giving us the idea for an iterative algorithm shown in Figure 3.
In each iteration, there are two steps:

• The expectation step (E): We find γi, a soft assignment of each yi to one of the two
Gaussians.

1A point θ is a local maximum if it maximizes the value of the given function in its neighborhood. It is
a global maximum if it maximizes the function across all possible points.
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Figure 3: The Expectation-Maximization algorithm for the 2-component mixture model.

• The maximization step (M): Substituting these γi in place of δi and maximize l0(θ;Y,∆).

Example 1. For the 1-dimensional data above, starting with several initial values for θ, the
EM algorithm was run. Figure 4 shows one of these runs. Figure 5 shows how the estimate
π̂ changes over iterations. Finally, the right panel of Figure 1 shows the fitted Gaussians.

1.1 The General Trick

The idea behind EM is to make the likelihood maximization problem easier by enlarging the
data with latent data. This latent data can be any data that was missing, corrupted, or
just unobserved. The general algorithm is shown in Figure 6. Let the observed data be Z

and the latent data be Zm and let T = (Z,Zm). Let the original and new log-likelihoods be
l(θ;Z) and l0(θ;T). Then, in the jth iteration, we do:

• The E step: compute Q(θ′, θ̂(j)) by computing the conditional distribution of the latent

variables given the observed and the current parameter θ̂(j) and substituting these in

the expression for l0(θ
′;T) (call it Q(θ′, θ̂(j))).

• The M step: Maximize the expression Q(θ′, θ̂(j)) over θ′ to get θ̂(j + 1). And repeat.
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Figure 4: Progress of the Expectation-Maximization algorithm for the 1-dimensional dataset.

Figure 5: Estimates of π across select iterations of the Expectation-Maximization algorithm
for the 1-dimensional dataset.

1.2 Why does EM Work?

Lets look at the following conditional distribution relation, that related the two likelihoods:

Pr(Z |θ′) =
Pr(T |θ′)

Pr(Zm |Z, θ′)

⇒ l(θ′;Z) = l0(θ
′;T)− l1(θ

′;Zm |Z).

Take conditional expectation of the above equality with respect to Pr(T |Z, θ), we get:

l(θ′;Z) = E[l0(θ
′;T)|Z, θ]− E[l1(θ

′;Zm |Z)|Z, θ]

= Q(θ′, θ)−R(θ′, θ).

So in the M step, we maximize the first term above with respect to θ′. But we still
succeed in maximizing l(θ′;Z), which is our original log-likelihood.

This is because the second term is maximized2 when θ = θ′. What does this imply, lets
look at two different parameter values, θ′ and θ, where θ′ maximizes Q(θ′, θ). Then, the

2We will assume that this is true here. You can verify this claim yourself.
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Figure 6: The Expectation-Maximization algorithm in general.

difference in the original log-likelihood will be:

l(θ′;Z)− l(θ;Z) = Q(θ′, θ)−R(θ′, θ)− (Q(θ, θ)−R(θ, θ))

= (Q(θ′, θ)−Q(θ, θ))− (R(θ′, θ)−R(θ, θ))

≥ 0.

The above inequality just means that we are always improving our original objective
values in each iteration. Hence, EM will at least get to the local maxima.

In summary, EM is a very powerful technique to fit complex models to many different
type of data: from fitting mixture models to community detection in social network analysis.
for every application, the E step and the M steps may need to be customized.

2 Sampling from the Posterior

Lets go back to Bayes rule. if you remember MAP estimation, it includes the prior on the
parameter θ and computes the mode of the posterior distribution over θ given data.

Here we discuss ways to compute the mode, or other functions of the posterior via the
technique of sampling.

Example 2. Say you have a random variable Z. Then one way to estimate E[Z] is to
sample say N realizations and take a Monte Carlo average 1

N

∑N

i=1
zi. Of course, E[Z]

can be computed analytically given the distribution/density if the latter is a well known
distribution/density like the Multinomial or the Gaussian.

Sampling from certain distributions is easy, especially if you have access to samples from
the uniform distribution U [0, 1].
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Example 3. Say we want to sample from a continuous increasing distribution function F

which is defined as F (z) = Pr(Z ≤ z). Let F−1 be its inverse function. Then, Z can be
sampled in two steps:

• Sample U from U [0, 1].

• Return Z = F−1(U).

For example, Z = − 1

λ
log(U) is exponentially distributed with parameter λ.

If we wish to sample from a more complex distribution, say that of a p-dimensional
random vector U = [U1, ..., Up]

T , there are a family of techniques called Markov Chain
Monte Carlo, one of which we will discuss: the Gibbs Sampler.

The key assumption for the Gibbs sampler is that it is easy to sample from
P (Uj|U1, ..., Uj−1, Uj+1, ..., Up) for every j = 1, ..., p.

The key idea of Gibbs sampling is to sample from each of the conditional distributions in
some sequence, many times, and finally bundle p of them together to get a sample. This is
illustrated in Figure 7. It turns out that this repeated sampling is related to an object called
the Markov chain. And the relation is this: when we are sampling coordinate Uj, it depends
on p−1 samples that we obtained previously and everything before that is irrelevant (this is
called the Markov property). Gibbs sampler stabilizes after some time and actually produces
realizations u that are from the distribution P (U1, ..., Up)

3.

Figure 7: The Gibbs Sampler.

Note 1. There are many other sampling techniques, and Gibbs sampler is just one of them.
They are very relevant in Bayesian statistical modeling.

3One can verify this claim, although we will skip this here.
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In the next several sections/lectures, we will get back to supervised learning. In particu-
lar, we will look at classification and regression methods that work with different (sometimes
lesser) assumptions than linearity, but still give great predictive performance. These are:

1. Generalized Additive Models (GAMs),

2. (future) Tree-based methods,

3. (future) Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS),

4. (future) Adaboost and Gradient Boosting Methods,

5. (future) Random Forest, and

6. (future) Support Vector Machines.

3 Generalized Additive Models

In many situations, Y does not depend linearly on X. To counter this, a GAM assumes the
following:

E[Y |X] = α + f1(X1) + f2(X2) + ...+ fp(Xp),

where fj can be specified arbitrarily. For example, each such function can be a cubic smooth-
ing spline4.

Example 4. The GAM version of logistic regression for two classes would be:

log(
P (G = 1|X)

1− P (G = 1|X)
) = α + f1(X1) + f2(X2) + ...+ fp(Xp).

It turns out that P (G = 1|X) = µ(X) is the conditional mean of response Y . In general,
this mean is related to the right hand side above via a link function. Example link functions
include:

• Identity link: g(µ) = µ.

• Logit link: g(µ) = log( µ

1−µ
).

• Probit link: g(µ) = Φ−1(µ).

• log-linear link: g(µ) = log(µ).

4Such a function is the minimizer (over the class of twice differentiable functions) of
∑

N
(yi − f(xi))

2 +
λ
∫
f

′′

(x)2dx.
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These (and other links) define the family of Generalized Linear Models (GLMs) when
fj(Xj) = Xj.

Note 2. We can have nonlinear functions of more than one Xj as well.
The way these functions are estimated from data, is by solving the following optimization

problem:

PRSS(α, f1, ..., fp) =
N∑

i=1

(y − α−

p∑
fj(xij))

2 +

p∑

j=1

λj

∫
f

′′

j (tj)
2dtj,

where xij is the jth component of the ith observation. It turns out that this is not very
difficult, although we will skip it to focus on other models.

Example 5. An example set of functions for a spam classification task is shown in Figure 8.

Note 3. Unequal Loss Functions: In a spam classification task, it may be more important to
not classify a genuine email as spam, compared to classifying a spam as a genuine email. In
order to do so, the 0−1 loss function can be changed to penalize one type of mis-classification
more than the other.

4 Summary

We learned the following things:

• Learning/inference in general settings can be achieved using maximum likelihood and
the expectation maximization (EM) methods.

• Sampling as a way to infer/estimate quantities of interest, especially when the proba-
bility distribution function is complex.

• More models for regression and classification including: Generalized Additive Models
and Tree-based methods.

A Sample Exam Questions

1. When is the EM algorithm useful? How is it different from MLE?

2. In what situations would sampling be useful?

3. What are the key differences between General Additive Models and linear models?
Which family is more flexible?
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B Sensitivity and Specificity

In certain 2-class classification applications (say, disease (1) and no-disease (0)), one is not
only interested in a single mis-classification metric, but in two additional related metrics:

1. Sensitivity: It is the probability of the model predicting disease when the true label is
disease.

2. Specificity: It is the probability of the model predicting no-disease when the true label
is no-disease.

These can be empirically computed over training/validation data just like any other
performance measure. By introducing unequal loss values (say Lkk′ 6= Lk′k; here Lkk′ is the
loss for predicting true label k as label k′) we can change these numbers. For example, if we
want specificity to be high, then we can set L01 high.

The receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) is used to shown this trade-off between
sensitivity and specificity. It plots sensitivity vs specificity.
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Figure 8: Estimated functions for a GAM model for a spam classification dataset.
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Lecture 8

IDS575: Statistical Models and Methods
Theja Tulabandhula

Notes derived from the book titled “Elements of Statistical Learning [2nd edition] (Sections 9.2,

Chapter 10)

Continuing from before, we will look at classification and regression methods that work
with different (sometimes lesser) assumptions than linearity, but still give great predictive
performance:

1. (previously) Generalized Additive Models (GAM),

2. (today) Tree-based methods,

3. (today) Adaboost and Gradient Boosting Methods,

4. (future) Random Forests,

5. (future) Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS), and

6. (future) Support Vector Machines.

1 Tree-based Methods

These are methods that partition the input space into a set of rectangles and for each
rectangle, make a constant prediction.

We will discuss a popular technique known as CART (Classification and Regression Tree)
that can be used for regression and classification.

Example 1. An illustration of how a tree model looks like is given in Figure 1 for a 2-
dimensional regression dataset.

Here, we are recursively doing a binary partitioning of the input space. First, we break
it into two parts and model the response by the mean of yi in each region. The choice of the

1



Figure 1: Partitioning of the input space in general (top left), partitioning using CART (top
right), equivalent tree representation (bottom left), and predictions in each region (bottom
right).

variable to split and where to split is based on some criteria (we will describe soon). Then
we repeat the partitioning in these regions as long as a stopping condition is not met. In the
figure, we get five regions. Our prediction function is:

f̂(x) =
5∑

m=1

cm1[x ∈ Rm],

where cms are the constant predictions in each region.
One of the advantages of recursive binary tree is interpretability, even when we have p > 2

dimensions.
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1.1 Regression Trees

Computing the best binary partition that minimizes the residual sum of squares (for example)
is hard. So there is a greedy approach:

• Start with all data. Consider a split variable j and split point s. This defines regions
R1(j, s) = {X : Xj ≤ s} and R2(j, s) = {X : Xj > s}. We can optimize for j, s by
solving the following problem:

min
j,s


min

c1

∑

xi∈R1(j,s)

(yi − c1)
2 +min

c2

∑

xi∈R2(j,s)

(yi − c2)
2


 .

• For a choice of (j, s), the optimal ĉk = avg(yi|xi ∈ Rk(j, s)) for k = 1, 2. Optimizing
over this choice is not very difficult.

• We repeat the splitting for each of the regions obtained above.

• We stop the process when some criteria is met (see below).

Note 1. There are a couple of ways to stop the tree expansion process:

• We can stop if the decrease in the sum of squared errors is small after a split compared
to before. This doesn’t seem to work well in practice.

• We can stop if the number of observations in the current node is less than a number
(say 5). Such a tree T0 may be too big. This can be pruned using a strategy that is
called cost-complexity pruning.

– Notation: Let T ⊂ T0 be a pruning of T0 by collapsing any number of its internal
nodes. Let the number of terminal nodes of any tree T be |T |. Let Nm = |{xi ∈
Rm}|, ĉm = 1

Nm

∑
xi∈Rm

yi and node-impurity function Qm(T ) =
1

Nm

∑
xi∈Rm

(yi −

ĉm)
2.

– Define the cost-complexity function as Cα(T ) =
∑|T |

m=1 NmQm(T ) + α|T |.

– We can minimize this1for different α values that trade off tree size and its fit to
training data (α itself can be chosen via K-fold cross-validation).

Note 2. The size of the tree is a design choice that controls predictive performance. A very
large tree will potentially overfit the training data. Whereas a small tree may underfit.

1One can successively collapse the internal node that produces the smallest increase in
∑

m
NmQm(T ).
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1.2 Classification Trees

When we have qualitative variable G, then we just need to replace squared loss and Qm(T )
functions. Lets define the proportion of class k observations in a region Rm (node m) as:

p̂mk =
1

Nm

∑

xi∈Rm

1[yi = k].

With this, a new observation in node m can be classified as k(m) = argmaxk p̂mk. The
choice for Qm(T ) can be any of the following:

• Mis-classification: 1− p̂mk(m).

• Gini index:
∑K

k=1 p̂mk(1− p̂mk).

• Cross-entropy: −
∑K

k=1 p̂mk log(p̂mk).

Example 2. Here is a visualization in Figure 2 of how these look like when K = 2 and
(pm1, pm2) = (1 − p, p). if you can find a split such that p is closet to 0 or 1, the lower are
these node-impurity functions.

Figure 2: Node-impurity functions are higher when a split leads to higher error (p close to
0.5).

Note 3. There are many variants of tree-based methods such as C4.5, CART etc and we
have only looked at one of them, namely, CART.

Example 3. Consider the spam classification problem. The performance of tree-based
classifiers is shown in Figure 3. The pruned tree is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Spam classification: 10-fold CV performance is plotted (blue curve) as a function
of α (top label). The orange curve is the test error.

1.3 Issues with Trees

There are several issues to be aware of when using tree-based methods for regression or
classification tasks. These are:

• Categorical predictors : When Xj takes q values, then there are 2q−1 − 1 partitions
into two groups, which is a lot of choices. The impact of this is that the tree building
process will be splitting on these choices more than the other variables. There is also
a possibility of overfitting because of so many choices.

• Binary splitting vs continuous splitting : Although we could do multi-way splits, it
tends to break data too quickly leading to worse predictive performance. One could
also think of a split such as

∑
j ajXj ≥ s, but these become non-interpretable very

quickly.

• Stability : Often a small change in data will change the whole tree, especially if there
is a change at the beginning stages of tree-building process.

• Smoothness : When the underlying regression function E[Y |X = x] is smooth, then
region-wise constant function fitting may not be a good idea.

Finally, lets also look at the issue of missing data deeply below, as it not only affects
tree-based methods, but many other methods for supervised learning.
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Figure 4: Spam classification: the pruned tree. The majority class is shown in each node.
The ratio under the nodes indicate misclassification rates on test data.
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1.4 Missing Data

Most importantly, we need to hypothesize whether the missing data influences the ob-
served data in any way before choosing a solution approach.

Example 4. As a toy example, consider that physical measurements were made of Olympic
athletes and the latter information was not recorded. Then any analysis based on this sample
will be subject to selection bias.

Let Xobs be the observed entries in X and let Z = (y,X), Zobs = (y,Xobs). Let R be an
indicator matrix with ijth entry 1 if xij is missing.

Data ismissing at random (MAR) if Pr(R |Z, θ) = Pr(R |Zobs, θ), where θ is a parameter
for the distribution of R.

Data is missing completely at random (MCAR) if Pr(R |Z, θ) = Pr(R |θ), where θ is
again a parameter for the distribution of R.

Example 5. If a patient’s sickness measurement was not taken because she was too sick,
then that observation would not be MAR or MCAR.

Here are some workarounds if data is MCAR:

• If some of the predictors have missing entries, then we can discard the corresponding
observations if they are relatively small in number.

• Another option is to impute: fill in some reasonable values at these locations in the
dataset. This is a popular approach in many settings.

• Depend on an algorithm such as EM to deal with missing values in the training phase.

Note 4. For tree-based methods, if the predictor with missing entries Xj is categorical, then
we can just make a new category called ‘missing’ and proceed. Another way to deal with
missing entries is to not consider them in the binary partitioning step. Further, during tree
construction, we can track surrogate variable and split choices that mimic the original splits.
This helps when during prediction, the new feature vector also has missing entries, then the
surrogate variables and splits can be used.
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2 Adaboost and Gradient Boosting

This is a method that combines the outputs of many weak classifiers in a way that has very
good predictive performance, both for regression and classification. A weak classifier is one
which is only slightly better than random guessing.

Lets directly jump into a boosting algorithm called Adaboost.M1. Let there be 2 classes
such that Y ∈ {−1, 1}. We will use G(X) to represent a classifier2.

Intuitively boosting in this setting applies the weak classification algorithm on modified
copies of the original training data producing classifiers Gm(x) for m = 1, ...,M . The final

classifier is G(x) = sign
(∑M

m=1 αmGm(x)
)
. See Figure 5 for a schematic and Figure 6 for

the algorithm.

Figure 5: Adaboost.

2Notation: we had used G to represent qualitative output variable before, here we are using it as a
classification function.
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Figure 6: Adaboost.M1 algorithm.

Example 6. Consider a synthetic data setup: Y = 1 if
∑10

j=1 X
2
j > 9.3 and 0 otherwise. The

Xjs are independent standard Gaussians. Let N = 2000. The weak classifier is a two-node
classification tree (also called a stump). As shown in Figure 7, the performance of the stump
is 45.8%, and a 244-node tree is 24.7%, whereas boosting reaches 5.8% in 400 iterations.

2.1 Why does Boosting Work?

Boosting works because it fits an additive model with exponential loss.

In particular, it sequentially adds a new basis function (Gm) without adjusting the parame-
ters and coefficients of those that have already been added (αj, Gj for j = 1, ..,m− 1).

A general version of this stagewise additive model fitting is shown in Figure 8.
For Adaboost.M1, L(y, f(x)) = exp(−yf(x)). Hence, we solve

(βm, Gm) = argmin
β,G

N∑

i=1

exp(−yifm−1(xi)) exp(−βyiG(xi)).

From manipulating this expression a bit (we will not do that here), Adaboost.M1 can be
seen as equivalent to forward stagewise additive modeling, which we know are good predictive
models. A slight difference is that Adaboost is not minimizing training-set misclassification
error (see Step 2(a) in figure 6 where no loss criteria is specified).
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Figure 7: Boosting on toy data.

Figure 8: General stagewise fitting. Here b(xi; γ) is a basis function.
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Example 7. A boosted tree is a sum of scaled trees:

fM(x) =
M∑

m=1

T (x; Θm).

We would like to solve the following step in the forward stagewise procedure:

Θm = argmin
Θm

M∑

i=1

L(yi, fm−1(xi) + T (xi; Θm)),

where Θm = {Rjm, γjm}
Jm
1 corresponds to the regions and the constants of the next tree

given the current model fm−1(x). Finding the regions is difficult, while finding constants is
relatively straightforward:

γ̂jm = argmin
γjm

∑

xi∈Rjm

L(yi, fm−1(xi) + γjm). (1)

We get Adaboost with trees (Figure 6) when the problem is a 2-class classification problem
with exponential loss function.

Some advantages of tree methods are sacrificed by boosting: computational speed, in-
terpretability and robustness against mislabeling of training data. Gradient boosted (tree)
models attempt to mitigate these issues.

In fact, we will focus on speed below. When the loss function is general (not just least
squares or exponential), performing stagewise boosting is computationally difficult, so we
use gradient boosting as a way to get around this.

2.2 Gradient Boosted Models (GBMs)

Lets now motivate gradient boosting by thinking about gradients in a generic problem. Say
L(fm) =

∑N

i=1 L(yi, fm(xi)). Instead of thinking of function fm, lets think of vector fm ∈ R
N ,

where fm = [fm(x1), ..., fm(xN)]
T .

We can think of these as N numbers that need to be set to minimize L(fm). And there is
a family of methods (actually gradient based methods) that do this by iteratively updating
fm from fm−1 using gradient information.

For example, there is a numerical method called steepest descent which does the following:

• Computes gm ∈ R
N such that

gim =

[
∂L(yi, f(xi))

∂f(xi)

]

f(xi)=fm−1(xi)

.
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• Computes step length ρm such that

ρm = argmin
ρ

L(fm−1 −ρgm).

• Then updates fm = fm−1 −ρm gm and repeats.

The intuition behind steepest descent is that −gm is the local direction in R
N that

decreases the objective L(fm) from the current point fm−1.
Of course, these N numbers in vector fm are dependent on each other through a model,

such as a tree. This brings us to the next idea: building a tree (or any other model) that
approximates these numbers (fm).

Tree predictions T (xi; Θm) are analogous to components of the negative gradient. And
thus the N numbers are constrained to be predictions of a tree.

If we find such a tree, then finding the γjm is similar to finding ρm above. In the former,
we can think of doing Jm line searches, one for each region.

So the key idea is to induce a tree T (x; Θm) at the mth iteration whose predictions are
close to the negative gradient , say by using a least squares fit. Once the tree is fit, the
constants in each region are fit using Equation 1.

Gradients for commonly used loss functions are given in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Gradients.

Figure 10 presents the gradient tree-boosting algorithm for regression, which summarizes
what we discussed above.

Note 5. The key parameters for this method are: (a) the number of iterations M , and (b)
the size of trees Jm,m = 1, ..,M .
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Figure 10: Gradient boosting algorithm for trees.

2.3 Gradient Boosting for Classification

For classification, K trees are fitted at each iteration. Tree Tkm is fit to its negative gradient
vector gkm which component wise is given as:

−gikm =

[
∂L(yi, f1(xi), ..., fK(xi))

∂fk(xi)

]

f(xi)=fm−1(xi)

.

3 Summary

We learned the following things:

• Tree-based methods.

• Idea of boosting to get better predictive performance.

A Sample Exam Questions

1. What is Gini index in the context of a classification-tree?
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2. What are the different models of missing data?

3. Describe the Gradient Boosted Tree algorithm. What is the use of gradients?

B Loss Functions

In the classification setting, loss function L should ideally penalize incorrect classifications.
A generalized notion of this is to penalize negative margins (margin is defined as yf(x))
instead of misclassifications. See Figure 11 for some examples.

Example 8. Misclassification loss L(y, f(x)) = 1[yf(x) < 0] where 1[·] is an indicator
function (takes value 1 when the argument is true).

Figure 11: Loss functions for classification vs margin.

A similar set of loss functions for regression are shown in Figure 12.

C Prediction Models

Here is a table (Figure 13) that shows the relative merits of various prediction models.
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Figure 12: Loss functions for regression vs y − f(x).

Figure 13: List of prediction models.
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Lecture 9

IDS575: Statistical Models and Methods
Theja Tulabandhula

Notes derived from the book titled “Elements of Statistical Learning [2nd edition] (Section 9.4,

Chapters 12 and 15)

We continue our foray into more supervised learning methods, viz., Random Forests,
Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines and Support Vector Machines.

1 Random Forests

The Random Forests method improves on bagging by reducing the correlation between the
sampled trees. Below is a brief description of bagging.

1.1 Bagging

Bagging (bootstrap aggregation) improves the performance of a classifier through averaging
predictions across bootstrapped models. For each bootstrap sample Z∗b, b = 1, ..., B, we fit

our model giving prediction f̂
∗b
(x) at some new point x. The bagging prediction is:

f̂bag(x) =
1

B

B∑

b=1

f̂
∗b
(x).

Note 1. Each bootstrap tree could involve different features than the original and may have
different number of terminal nodes.

Note 2. Bagged estimates for classification cannot be used as estimates of the true condi-
tional distribution of the class given input.

In regression with squared loss, bagging helps smooth out the high variance in predictions,
especially when inputs are highly correlated.
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1.2 Details of the Random Forests (RF) Method

The key idea in RF is to build a large collection of de-correlated trees and then taking
averages.

The shortcoming of bagging is that the expectation of the average of B trees is the same
as any single tree. This means that error can only be decreased via variance reduction. But
since each of the trees are built using the same data, they are correlated with each other.

Example 1. If B i.i.d. random variables are averaged the variance of the average is 1
B
σ2. On

the other hand, if they are pairwise correlated, then the variance of the average is ρσ2+ 1−ρ

B
σ2.

So as B increases there is no further reduction in the first term.

RF tries to improve on bagging by reducing the correlation between trees without in-
creasing the variance too much.

The RF algorithm is shown in Figure 1. The key feature is that before each split, we
select m ≤ p of the input variables randomly as candidates for splitting, while building a
tree with each bootstrapped sample. Smaller m reduces correlation across trees.

Figure 1: The RF algorithm.
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Example 2. In Figure 2, RF is compared to GBM with shrinkage1for the California housing
dataset. From the plot, we can see that RF stabilizes with about 200 trees whereas boosting
continues to improve as more trees are added.

Figure 2: The RF algorithm performance on a housing dataset.

Note 3. RF takes an average for regression, and it takes the majority vote for classification.

Note 4. Out-of-Bag (OOB) samples are used to compute validation performance: for each
(xi, yi), only those trees that did not use this data are averaged. This can be used in lieu of
K-fold cross validation. OOB samples can be used to estimate variable important estimates
as well, although we will not discuss this further here.

1.3 Interpretation

We will look at a couple of ways to get interpretability with this class of models. First is via
relative importance of variables, and the second is via partial dependence plots.

1Shrinkage is an additional parameter that scales down the contribution of each tree while being added
to the sum.
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The idea here is to isolate those input variables that are the most relevant to the prediction
task.

For a single tree, let the measure of (squared) relevance for variable Xl be denoted by

I2l (T ) =
∑J−1

t=1 î
2

t 1[v(t) = l]. Here, the sum is over the J − 1 internal nodes. We are checking
if the variable v(t) used to split the node was l or not, and if it is, we are adding the

improvements denoted as î
2

t . While constructing the tree, the variable that is chose gives the

maximal estimated improvement î
2

t in squared error over that for a constant over the entire
region.

For boosted tree models, the formula for importance is simply I2l = 1
M

∑M

m=1 I
2
l (Tm).

Note 5. Since these measures are relative, one can scale the largest variable’s score to 100
and rescale others respectively.

Note 6. For classification, this is very similar, and we add up the K trees for each m.

Example 3. Figure 3 shows the relative importance of certain variables in a prediction task
involving California housing dataset.

Figure 3: Example relative importance plot.

Partial dependence plots help understand how f(X) depends on some of the input vari-
ables (up to 2 variables). Let XS denote a subset of l < p variables (and XC its complement).
Let f(X) = f(XS, XC). Then, the partial dependence of f(X) on XS is given as:

fS(XS) = EXC
f(X).
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They can be estimated using data as: fS(XS) =
1
N

∑N

i=1 f(XS, xiC). This is true for both
regression and classification.

2 Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS)

MARS gives us a regression model that is composed of 1-dimensional basis functions defined
below:

(x− t)+ =

{
x− t if x > t

0 if x ≤ t
, and

(t− x)+ =

{
t− x if x < t0
0 if x ≥ t

.

Here, t is called a knot.

Example 4. An example plot of these 1-dimensional functions is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The basis functions (for t = 0.5).

The idea in MARS is to use such pairs of basis functions, defined for each xij in the input
data matrix X (lets call this set of functions C).

Example 5. We will deonte the functions of the jth coordinate and xij using h1(X) =
(Xj −xij)+ and h2(X) = (xij −Xj)+. We use generic notations hi(X) to think of these basis
functions as functions of all coordinates notationally.

The MARS model will be of the form

f(X) = β0 +
M∑

m=1

βmhm(X),

where each hm would either be one of the basis functions above or a product of such basis
functions. This model is built as follows:
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• Say we have some functions M already chosen (say this number is M). At the begin-
ning, assume M has the function h0(X) = 1 (we find β0 by minimizing RSS).

• To add a new function we do the following. For every function hl ∈ M and every
function2 in C, we consider adding that derived function:

β̂M+1 hl(X) · (Xj − t)+ + βM+2hl(X) · (t−Xj)+,

which gives the largest decrease in the RSS (all coefficients are re-estimated).

• Do this till we reach a maximum number of functions (a design choice). Then, if
needed, delete some of these functions incrementally that show the lowest change in a
cross-validation score3.

Example 6. When M just has one function h0(X) = 1, we consider adding functions of

the form β̂1 ·1 · (Xj − t)+ + β2 · 1 · (t−Xj)+. There are Np such functions. We get the best
one among these and add it to M. Say it was the one corresponding to x72. Then M has
three functions now: {h0(X), h1(X) = (X2 − x72)+, h2(X) = (x72 −X2)+}. Next stage, we
may add functions that may for example be h3(X) = (X1 − x51)+ · (x72 −X2)+ etc.

Why these functions? When these functions get multiplied, they they tend to be non-zero
in a small region of the input space. Thus they can model local aspects of the regression
problem well.

Another interesting restriction for MARS is that higher order products can only come in
as functions if the lower order functions are already in M.

3 Support Vector Machines

The big idea with this class of methods is to produce non-linear decision boundaries by
constructing a linear boundary in a large transformed version of the input space.

Lets look at the support vector classifier first (we’ll bring in the term machine a bit later).
As usual, let {xi, gi}

n
i=1 be our training data. Let gi ∈ {−1, 1}. Let a hyperplane be

defined as {x : f(x) = xTβ + β0 = 0}.
(Linear) SV classifier is defined as: G(x) = sign(f(x)) (basically the hyperplane splits

the two classes by a linear decision boundary).

2We avoid using the function involving xij if hl already involves xij .
3Actually, there is an estimate called the Generalized Cross Validation (GCV) estimate that is used here,

very similar to the least squared loss estimate.
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Note 7. If the classes are separable, then it is possible to find a f(x) such that yif(xi) > 0
for all i = 1, .., N . In fact there may be many such classifiers.

Which classifier should we choose: we will choose the classifier that maximizes the geo-
metric margin M between the training data for class −1 and 1. The optimization problem
written below captures this:

max
β,β0,M

2M such that

yi

(
xT
i

β

‖β‖2
+

β0

‖β‖2

)
≥ M, i = 1, ..., N.

See the left panel of Figure 5. The band/margin is M units from points on either side
and is 2M wide.

Figure 5: Linear support vector classifier. Left: separable instance. Decision boundary is
shown as a solid line. We can choose margin M = 1

‖β‖2
without loss of generality. Right:

the non-separable case, with ξ∗i labeled points are on the wrong side of the margin by a
multiplicative factor of the margin.

We can set M = 1
‖β‖2

without any loss of generality because margin depends on the scale
of the hyperplane normal vector β, which itself does not affect classification accuracy. Thus
we get:

max
β,β0

2

‖β‖2
such that

yi(x
T
i β + β0) ≥ 1, i = 1, ..., N,
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which can be equivalently written as4:

min
β,β0

1

2
‖β‖22 such that

yi(x
T
i β + β0) ≥ 1, i = 1, ..., N.

Note 8. The above formulation is a convex optimization problem.
When classes overlap, we allow for some training observations to be on the wrong size of

the margin. Lets define slack variables ξi and modify the above problem to:

min
β,β0,ξi

1

2
‖β‖22 + C

N∑

i=1

ξi such that

yi(x
T
i β + β0) ≥ 1− ξi, i = 1, ..., N,

ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., N.

One key observation from the above formulation is that training data observations that
are far away from the boundary and in their correct class do not affect the choice of the
boundary.

4 Summary

We learned the following things:

• The Random Forests method.

• A model for regression called MARS.

• A model for classification based on the idea of margins called Support Vector Machine.

A Sample Exam Questions

1. Compare and contrast Random Forests with Bagging.

2. What are the key characteristics of a MARS model?

3. What is the idea of margins?

4Notice the square!
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B Proportional Decrease in Model Error (R2)

R2 is defined as:

R2 =
MSE0 −MSE

MSE0

,

where MSE0 = avex∈Test(ȳ − ytrue)2 and .rmMSE = avex∈Test(̂f(x)− ytrue)2
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Lecture 10

IDS575: Statistical Models and Methods
Theja Tulabandhula

Notes derived from the book titled “Elements of Statistical Learning [2nd Ed.] (Chapter 12 and

Section 14.2)

We will finish Support Vector Machines and discuss unsupervised learning methods.

1 Support Vector Machines

Continued.

1.1 Computing the Dual Formulation

Since the optimization problem is a convex program, we can write another equivalent opti-
mization problem with a different set of variables, called the dual.

The motivation for doing so is that in this dual formulation, data appears in a nice way
(inner products) which lets us relax linearity. Giving us the chance to use a trick called the
kernel trick.

Lets first write the Lagrangian:

LP =
1

2
‖β‖22 + C

N
∑

i=1

ξi −

N
∑

i=1

αi(yi(x
T
i β + β0)− 1 + ξi)−

N
∑

i=1

µiξi,

where C, αi, µi are the non-negative Lagrange multipliers. Taking the derivative with respect
to β, β0 and ξi we get:

β =
∑

i

αiyixi, (this is a key equation)

0 =
N
∑

i=1

αiyi

αi = C − µi.
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We can now replace the occurrence of β, β0 and ξi in LP to get the dual problem, which will
just be a function of αi (µi is exactly C − αi). The problem is to maximize

LD =
N
∑

i=1

αi −
1

2

N
∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1

αiαjyiyjx
T
i xj,

subject to 0 ≤ αi ≤ C and 0 =
∑N

i=1
αiyi. These αi are called the dual variables. At its

maximum, LD = LP (this is called strong duality in the optimization literature).
It turns out1 that for the optimal {αi}

N
i=1 and β, β0 and {ξi}

N
i=1, the following additional

conditions hold:

αi(yi(x
T
i β + β0)− 1 + ξi) = 0, and

(C − αi)ξi = 0.

Since β =
∑N

i=1
αiyixi, we can try interpreting what αs mean. In particular, αi is non-

zero when yi(x
T
i β + β0) − 1 + ξi is zero. The observations where this holds are known as

support vectors2.

Example 1. An example decision boundary and the support vector boundary is shown for
two different values of C in Figure 1. As can be seen margin is larger when C is smaller. In
both settings, a linear model may not be appropriate.

1.2 The Kernel Trick and the Support Vector Machine

We will now extend the support vector classifier to a more flexible setting where we call the
method a support vector machine.

The idea here is to work with high-dimensional transformed input spaces in a succinct
way using the kernel trick.

Recall that in the dual formulation, only terms of the form xT
i xj appeared. Further, to

make a prediction at a point x, we also only need inner products because:

f(x) = βTx =
N
∑

i=1

αiyix
T
i x+ β0.

1These are part of what are known as the KKT conditions.
2Hence the name!
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Figure 1: Linear support vector classifier on a 2-dimensional dataset.
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We replace these inner products with kernel functions k(x, z). These functions implicitly
compute inner products in arbitrary transformed spaces.

Example 2. The following are some popular choices for kernels:

• A dth-degree polynomial k(x, z) = (1 + xT z)d, and

• Radial basis k(x, z) = exp(−γ‖x− z‖22).

For the same 2-dimensional data as before, the decision boundaries and support vector
boundaries are shown in Figure 2. These seem to be a better fit.

Note 1. Beyond two classes: there is no really good answer to extending SVMs to setting
where the number of classes K > 2. One straightforward way is to build multiple two-class
SVMs and use them simultaneously.

1.3 Support Vector Regression

There is a penalization view of SVM that alllows us to reconcile it with other methods we
have seen earlier. This view is as follows:

min
β,β0

1

2
‖β‖22 + C

N
∑

i=1

[1− yi(β
Txi + β0)]+,

where [·]+ = max(0, ·). This formulation looks like a penalty plus a loss function. In
particular, the loss function above is known as the hinge loss.

If we have a regression setting, the yi is now going to be a real number. Then, we can
suitably change the loss function above to get a version of support vector regression method:

min
β,β0

1

2
‖β‖22 + C

N
∑

i=1

L(yi, β
Txi + β0),

where for example, L(y, w) = 0 if |y − w| < ǫ and |y − w| − ǫ otherwise. This is called the
ǫ-insensitive loss3.

2 Unsupervised Learning with Association Rules

As the name implies, unsupervised learning is when you don’t have an explicit notion of a
target or dependent variable. So what is the task? If you recall supervised learning, it was
all about the conditional distribution of Y/G given X (or functions of it). Here, assuming
data is denoted by X, we are interested in inferring properties of P (X) (the distribution of
X).

What properties are we interested in learning? Some examples are:

3
ǫ is a parameter of the loss function here.
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Figure 2: Support vector machine with two different kernels on a 2-dimensional dataset.

• Estimating a mixture of Gaussians model
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• Descriptive statistics that characterize P (X).

– For example, methods such as principal components, multidimensional scaling,
self-organizing maps etc (which we will look at later) focus on finding association
between variables and reduce dimensionality.

– Another example is cluster analysis, which finds regions in space that contain
modes of P (X).

– A final example is that of association rules. These try to construct description-
s/rules that describe regions of high density when the data is all binary.

There is no measure of success for unsupervised learning similar to test error notion that
we studied for supervised learning. Algorithms are motivated heuristically and the results
are also judged heuristically.

2.1 Association Rules

The goal of this method is to find joint values of subsets of X = (X1, ..., Xp) that appear
most frequently in binary valued datasets.

Example 3. Consider sales transaction records at a retail store. Given lots of observations,
you can find out which products are likely to be purchased together. Here p would be the
number of all products sold in the store, which can be very large. Finding such patterns can
help manage inventory, promotions, customer segmentation and a variety of business tasks.

Note 2. We care about those values in subsets of X which have high probability mass.

Note 3. This is a difficult problem when p is large, because there are exponentially many
such subsets. And for each subset, there are exponential number of values X can take.

Let sj ⊆ {0, 1} be a subset corresponding to the jth input variable. We want to find
(s1, ..., sp) such that

Pr[∩p
j=1(Xj ∈ sj)]

is large.

Note 4. If we relax the binary assumption, the above definition and goal still stands. One
can always convert data from quantitative and categorical to binary through the notion of
dummy variables.

Example 4. if each Xj takes values in Sj, then the total number of dummy variabls is
∑p

j=1
|Sj|.
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Coming back to the binary setting, let K be a subset of {1, ..., p}. Then the probability
mass definition above can be rewritten as:

Pr[∩p
j=1(Xj ∈ sj)] = Pr[

∏

k∈K

Xk = 1].

The set K is called an itemset and | K | is its size.

Its estimate 1

N

∑N

i=1

∏

k∈K xik is called the support of K and is denoted as T (K).
We want to only identify those itemsets whose support is at least t > 0, and this collection

can be written using set notation as: {Kj |T (Kj) ≥ t}.

2.2 Apriori Algorithm

This is one of the first algorithms for finding the collection {Kj |T (Kj) ≥ t}.

The key idea in the algorithm is that for a set K ≤ K then T (K) ≥ T (K).

The algorithm works in rounds. In each round, it reads through the dataset once.

• In the first round, compute support of single-item sets. Discard those with T (K) < t.

• In the second, it computes support of two-item sets that can be formed from pairs of
single-items left from previous round.

• In round m, an itemset of size m is considered only if all its
(

m

m−1

)

subsets have enough
support in the previous round and the remaining single-item was left over after the
first round.

Till now, we have only mined what are called frequent itemsets. These can be turned into
rules by breaking the itemset into two parts: an antecedent and a consequent and checking
for additional desired statistics (e.g., confidence defined below).

An association rule is of the form p → q where p and q are sets such that p ∪ q = K.

• Support of a rule is T (p ∪ q).

• Confidence c(p → q) of a rule is defined as T (p ∪ q)/T (p), which can be viewed as an
estimate of Pr(q|p), where for any set K, Pr(K) = Pr(

∏

k∈K Xk = 1).

Note 5. We would like to have rules that have high confidence and support. That is
{p → q : T (p ∪ q) > t, c(p → q) > c} for some thresholds t and c.

Some of the issues with association rule mining include:
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• Only for binary data.

• Computationally expensive.

• Rules with high confidence but low support will not be discovered. This may be
important in some situations.

Example 5. An example rule: {‘number in household = 1’,‘number of children = 0’} → {
‘language in home = English’}.

3 Summary

We learned the following things:

• The kernel trick for Support Vector Machine.

• Statistical basis for association rules.

A Sample Exam Questions

1. What are support vectors? Express the prediction model in terms of the support
vectors.

2. What is the kernel trick?

3. Describe the pros and cons of association rules? What is their time complexity?
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Lecture 11

IDS575: Statistical Models and Methods
Theja Tulabandhula

Notes derived from the book ‘Elements of Statistical Learning’ [2nd Ed.] (Sections 14.3,14.5-14.7)

We will discuss two unsupervised learning methods: clustering and principal components.

1 Unsupervised Learning with Clustering

The idea of clustering is to segment observations into separate sets such that the obser-
vations in the same set are closer to each other according to a metric/measure compared to
observations in other sets.

Note 1. We do not necessarily have to work with observations. Even information about
how similar each observation is to other observations is enough to cluster them.

Thus, a notion of dissimilarity (or similarity) is key to cluster analysis. This is typically
defined by an expert using domain knowledge, and is not data driven.

1.1 Defining Dissimilarity

Dissimilarity can be represented using a N × N matrix D, where N is the number of ob-
servations (e.g., xi for i = 1, ..., N). Each entry of this matrix dii′ is the similarity between
observation i and observation i′.

Note 2. If we have the similarity value between two observations, we can convert it to a
value dissimilarity by using a function such as 1− z. For example, if similarity is 0 ≤ s ≤ 1,
then dissimilarity can be defined as 1− s.

One way to define dissimilarity is to define it coordinate wise. That is, dissimilarity

D(xi, x
′
i) = dii′ =

p
∑

j=1

dj(xij, xi′j),
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where dj(xij, xi′j) is the coordinate wise dissimilarity1.

Example 1. For example, dj(xij, xi′j) = (xij − xi′j)
2.

Example 2. Define correlation between standardized observations xi and xi′ as:

ρ =

∑p

j=1 xijxi′j
√

∑p

j=1 x
2
ij

∑p

j=1 x
2
i′j

.

This correlation (similarity/dissimilarity) information can be used to cluster. In fact,
this is equivalent to defining clustering using squared distance because:

p
∑

j=1

(xij − xi′j)
2 ∝ 2(1− ρ).

Example 3. For categorical variables, you can define dj(xij, xi′j) using exogenous informa-
tion about how one category is different from another.

Specifying dii′ is generally very important compared to the clustering method of choice.

1.2 Algorithms for Clustering

There are two main ways to cluster:

• optimization formulations (there is no statistical or probability distribution)

• mixture models (like Gaussian mixtures)

Since we have looked at mixture models before, lets investigate the optimization formu-
lation route. Here, we want to find the cluster label of each observation in our dataset given
the dissimilarities matrix D. This cluster labeling should minimize some loss.

Example 4. An example loss function is W (C) = 1
2

∑K

k=1

∑

C(i)=k

∑

C(i′)=k d(xi, xi′), where

we are optimizing for cluster labels given by C(i) for i = 1, ..., N . This loss function is high
if observations that are not close in similarity are assigned to the same cluster.

Note 3. Optimizing the cluster assignments over a loss function such as the above is typically
a difficult problem. Enumeration is not possible for even small datasets. Hence iterative
greedy methods are our only computationally tractable choice.

1One can question why dissimilarity in each attribute should be added equally. There is no right answer
here.
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In particular, lets look at the k-means clustering method. Assume that all Xj are quan-
titative. Let dii′ = ‖xi − xi′‖

2
2. Then, W (C) can be written as:

W (C) =
K
∑

k=1

Nk

∑

C(i)=k

‖xi − x̄k‖
2
2.

Here, x̄k is the mean of the kth cluster and Nk is the number of observations in the kth

cluster.
By noting that x̄S = argminm

∑

i∈S‖xi − m‖22, we can solve for cluster assignments by
solving the following problem:

min
C,{mk}

K
1

K
∑

k=1

Nk

∑

C(i)=k

‖xi −mk‖
2
2.

The above can be minimized by alternative over C and the {mk} variables, giving us the
Algorithm shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The k-means clustering method.

The EM algorithm for Gaussian mixture model is closely related to the k-means algo-
rithm. The E-step finds soft assignments (recall the q(|x) conditional probability values) of
observations to mixture components. The M-step finds the mixture parameters given the
soft assignments. If we assume K mixture components with covariances σ2I, then given
mixture soft assignments, the likelihood of data is proportional to Euclidean distance to the
mixture center. This is very similar to the k-means method above.

A variation of k-means, called k-medoids, extends it to non-Euclidean dissimilarity mea-
sures. The Algorithm is given in Figure 2. Other than replacing the squared dissimilarity
measure, an additional restriction imposed here is that each cluster center has to be one of
the observation itself.
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Figure 2: The k-medoid clustering method.

Note 4. The choice of K: Larger K implies a lower objective value. Hence, as a heuristic,
we can search for that K for which the decrease in the objective drastically changes from
large values to small values. This is known as identifying a kink in the objective versus K
plot.

Note 5. One issue with k-means and k-medoids is that empirically, the clusters may change
drastically as K is changed. This does not happen for a different clustering method called
hierarchical clustering.

Hierarchical clustering requires user to specify a dissimilarity measure between groups of
observations.

It produces a hierarchical representation of clusters, where clusters at one level are ob-
tained by splitting the clusters one level above (divisive) or merging the clusters from one
level below (agglomerative).

Such cluster representations can be represented as trees with nodes representing clusters.
Sometimes these hierarchical clusters have a monotonicity property: dissimilarity between
merged clusters is monotonically increasing with the level of the merger. In terms of plot,
the height of a node can be proportional to the dissimilarity of its children nodes. This is
called a dendrogram.

Note 6. Hierarchical clustering will impose a hierarchical representation whether such pat-
tern exists in the dataset or not.

For agglomerative clustering, the following are some measures for dissimilarity between
groups:
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• Single Linkage (SL): dSL(G,H) = mini∈G,i′∈H dii′ .

• Complete Linkage (CL): dCL(G,H) = maxi∈G,i′∈H dii′ .

• Group Average (GA): dGA(G,H) = 1
NGNH

∑

i∈G

∑

i′∈H dii′ .

Note 7. SL has a tendency to combine observations linked by a series of close intermediate
observations, and this phenomena is called chaining.

2 Principal Components

Recall that we used principal components to understand ridge regression. So, what are
these?

Intuitively, they are projections (linear approximations) of data (xi ∈ R
p for i = 1, .., N)

that are uncorrelated with each other and capture data variance in order.

For simplicity subtract from each observation a constant vector defined as x̄ = 1
N

∑N

i=1 xi.
Say we want a rank q < p linear approximation to this data. This means, that we want

for each vector xi an equivalent q-dimensional vector λi such that a linear transformation
of xi is close to λi for all i. Let Vq be a p × q-dimensional matrix with q orthogonal unit
column vectors.

It turns out that Vq V
T
q is called a projection matrix that maps xi to a rank q recon-

struction of itself.

The search for Vq (λi = VT
q xi) is done by minimizing reconstruction error:

min
Vq

N
∑

i=1

‖xi −Vq V
T
q xi‖

2
2.

The matrix Vq V
T
q projects xi onto the columnspace of Vq, which is of rank q.

The solution to the above problem is given by taking the SVD of X (N ×p-dimensional),
i.e., X = UDVT 2and set Vq to be equal to the first q columns of V.

2Assume that the entries of the diagonal matrix D are ordered |d1| ≥ |d2| ≥ ....
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The columns of UD are called the principal components of X.

The N λis are given by the first q principal components (the first q columns of UD).

Example 5. One and two dimensional principal components are shown in Figures 3 and 4
respectively.

Figure 3: The 1-dimensional principal components of an example 2-dimensional dataset.

Figure 4: The 2-dimensional principal components (right) of an example dataset.

There is an interesting property that principal components capture with regard to vari-

ance in the data. For example, the N -dimensional vector (linear combination) X v1 has the
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highest variance among all linear combinations of columns of X. Similarly X v2 has the next
highest variance.

Example 6. They capture low dimensional aspects of the data well. For example, consider
the 16-dimensional images of the number ‘3’ in Figure 5.

Figure 5: The handwritten ‘3’ dataset.

Note 8. Kernel PCA computes principal components with the kernel matrix and is more
flexible than using the gram matrix (XT X = UD2 UT ).

2.1 Spectral Clustering

The idea here to cluster, taking into account a different metric to define dissimilarity/simi-
larity.

Note 9. The name spectral represents the use of eigenvalues of matrices (such as those based
on the dissimilarity matrix).

Example 7. For example, it is difficult to cluster the points shown in Figure ?? (top left)
using k-means.

Say, we have N observations and let dii′ be the Euclidean distance between observation
xi ∈ R

p and observation xi′ . We will convert the dissimilarity to a similarity metric as:
sii′ = exp(−dii′/c) for some c > 0.
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Figure 6: First two principal components and representative observations (corresponding
to red circles on the left plot). The first component seems to encourage longer lower tail and
the second encourages character thickness.

Figure 7: Evidence that principal components capture correlation. If you randomly scramble
ech column of X, less variance is captured in the lower principal directions.

We create a graph with observation indices as nodes and edge weights sii′ . With this, we
phrase a graph partitioning problem: break the graph into pieces such that edges between
different clusters have low weight.

We can optionally do some preprocessing on the similarity matrix (such as setting low
values to 0). Let this processed matrix be W (we will call it the weighted adjacency matrix ).
Spectral clustering has the following steps:
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Figure 8: Spectral clustering example containing three concentric circular clusters with 150
points each.

• Compute G as a diagonal matrix with weighted degree value gi =
∑

i′ wii′ for each i.

• Compute the un-normalized graph Laplacian as L = G−W.

• Find eigenvectors the Z (N ×m dimensional) corresponding to the m smallest eigen-
values excluding 0.

• Use k-means to cluster the rows of Z to get a clustering of the original dataset.

Example 8. See Figure 8 for a visualization of how the smallest eigenvectors capture cluster
information. The nodes of the graph were only connected to 10 nearest neighbors.

Why does this work? For any vector f , f L f =
∑N gif

2
i −

∑N

i

∑N

i′ fifi′wii′ =
1
2

∑N

i

∑N

i′ wii′(fi − fi′)
2. This takes small values for those vectors whose coordinates have
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close values if wii′ is large. Eigenvectors can be defined using this product as well. It turns
out that if there is a single connected component, then 1 vector corresponds to the unique
0 eigenvalue. If there are more than one connected components, then there will be multiple
such indicator eigenvectors corresponding to the 0 eigenvalue. In reality, this leads to the
heuristic of finding smallest eigenvalues.

3 Summary

We learned the following things:

• Clustering methods: k-means and k-medoid.

• Principal components.

A Sample Exam Questions

1. What is the relation between k-means clustering and the EM algorithm for Gaussian
mixture models?

2. Why do we cluster the left singular vectors corresponding to large singular values
(in principal components) compared to clustering eigenvectors corresponding to small
eigenvalues (in spectral clustering)?
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Lecture 12

IDS575: Statistical Models and Methods

Theja Tulabandhula

1 Course Evaluation

• You should have received an email with subject line: “UIC Student Evaluation of
Teaching [Subject Code and Number] [Instructor Name] [Semester, Year].”

• Some reasons to submit feedback are:

– Positive feedback helps keep industry relevant content.

– Helps improve the course offering to meet the needs of the students in the future
and strengthen the degree programs at UIC.

• Pleas do submit before the deadline!
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Notes derived from the course material titled “Time Series” (2010) and “Applied Time Series Anal-
ysis” (2010)

We will look at a brief overview of time series modeling.

2 Time Series and Supervised Learning

The idea of time series is to capture dependence across observations. So far, we have not
modeled any dependency across examples (say (xi, yi) and (xj , yj)) in a dataset. We will now
explicitly model this.

Example 1. One way to measure dependency is via correlation.

Note 1. Because we want to model dependency across observations, the ordering of observations
becomes important.

Time series models are applicable in many realistic settings, including:

• Demographic projections

• Financial analysis

• Dynamics of viral media (e.g., view-count of a youtube video)

• Speech and video

• ...

While supervised learning is a broad area, the emphasis is typically on predictive ability and not
on modeling dependence across observations. One can certainly model dependencies in a supervised
learning setting (say by casting an appropriate maximum likelihood problem). Although, the
collection of techniques that explicitly do this have been historically put under the time series
modeling umbrella.

Note 2. Also, while the concept of input and output variables is important in supervised learning,
it is less important, or even ignored, in time series modeling.

Example 2. Time series of lap times of a Nascar driver is shown in Figure 1.
The various phenomena that we care about with time series modeling include:

• finding trends and seasonality,

• dependence across time, and

• properties of random fluctuations around trend and seasonality patterns.

2
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Figure 1: An example of a time series realization.

2.1 Moments vs Distributions

We want to model dependencies across observations. Lets denote random variable W1 for the first
observation, W2 for the second observation and so on. Say we have N observations.

Note 3. A sequence of random variables is also called a stochastic process.
We could define a parametric joint distribution of these random variables as:

Pθ(W1, ..,WN ).

The issue with this is that it may be very difficult to specify such a parametric model. A slightly
simpler modeling approach is to only focus on moments, which are functions such as E[Wi] and
cov(Wt+τ ,Wt) etc.

A sequence of random variables is called weakly stationary if the following conditions hold:

• E[Wt] = µ is a constant.

• cov(Wt+τ ,Wt) = γτ < ∞ is a function that only depends on the relative lag and not on the
absolute index t.

Note 4. These are okay assumptions to make once the predictability using features has already
been accounted for. In other words, roughly speaking, first do supervised learning and then apply
time series modeling on the residuals.
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Note 5. Check: (a) var(Wt) = γ0, and (b) γ−τ = γτ .

The function γτ is called the autocovariance function. The function ρτ = γτ/γ0 is called the
autocorrelation function.

Note 6. A sequence W1, ...,WN is called white noise if E[Wt] = 0 and E[W 2
t ] = σ2. If the Wt are

independent and identically distributed, then they are sometimes called i.i.d noise.

Example 3. An example of a non-stationary time series is as follows: Let Wt be a white noise
sequence. Let S0 = 0 and St =W1+W2+ . . .+Wt. Then the sequence S0, S1, ... is called a random
walk. We can check that cov(St, St+τ ) = tσ2.

Why stationarity? Well, it allows us to average. We are only observing one realization of each
random variable. Still, we are allowed to average the values of these realizations across (time).

Example 4. Sample autocorrelation and sample autocovariance functions can be estimated similar
to estimating sample mean, which we have seen before.

How do we estimate seasonality and trend effects? Well, there are approaches that filter out
“noise” such that trends or seasonality patterns remain. We will skip the details of these techniques
for now.

3 The Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) Model

First we describe two linear time series models: the autoregressive model and the moving average
model.

By linearity, we mean that the random variable at time t is linearly related to other random
variables.

3.1 Autoregressive (AR) Model

An autoregressive (AR) model assumes that the random variable at time t is related to the random
variables before time t. For instance, an AR(1) model is written as follows:

Wt = φWt−1 + ǫt,

where ǫt is a white noise random variable with var(ǫt) = σ2.

If ǫt is independent of Wt−1,Wt−2, ..., then the sequence is Markovian. That is,
P (Wt|Wt−1,Wt−2, ...) = P (Wt|Wt−1).
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If we repeatedly back-substitute, we get the following expression:

Wt = ǫt + φǫt−1 + φ2ǫt−2 + φt−1ǫ1 + φtW0.

For this sum to be finite for any realization (so that stationarity holds), we need |φ| < 1.

Example 5. The mean of the tth random variable in an AR(1) model is:

E[Wt] =

t∑

j=0

φjE[ǫt−j ] = 0.

The autocovariance function is:

γτ = cov(Wt+τ ,Wt)

= E[
t+τ∑

j=0

φkǫt+τ−j

t∑

k=0

ǫt−k]

≈ σ2
∞∑

k=0

φk+τφk

= σ2φτ
∞∑

k=0

φ2k =
σ2φh

1− φ2
.

3.2 Moving Average (MA) Model

Say Wt = ctǫt+ ct−1ǫt−1+ ..., where ǫt is white noise. This is called a moving average (MA) model.
Then γτ for the Wt time series is given by:

γτ = σ2
∑

t

ctct+τ .

More specifically, a MA(q) model would be:

Wt = θ0ǫt + θ1ǫt−1 + ...+ θqǫt−q.

The mean of MA(q) would be E[Wt] = 0.
The covariance would be:

γτ = σ2
q−τ∑

t=0

θtθt+τ ; 0 ≤ τ ≤ q.

3.3 Combining AR and MA

We can combine to two models above to get the following model:

Wt − φ1Wt−1 − ...− φpWt−p = ǫt + θ1ǫt−1 + ...+ θqǫt−q,

where ǫt represents white noise.
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Why do we combine? Because, MA and AR(1) capture certain covariances, but not all. For
example, for AR(1), the covariances are all determined using a single parameter. For MA(q), the
number of parameters is q.

In terms of notation, we can compactly write this as:

φ(B)Wt = θ(B)ǫt,

where φ(B)Wt =Wt − φ1Wt−1 − ...− φpWt−p, similarly for θ(B)ǫt.

Note 7. B is a shorthand symbol for the backshift operation. For example, BWt = Wt−1 and
BkWt =Wt−k.

Not all coefficients can go into the above model equation. In particular, we will need the
following conditions:

• The roots of the polynomial θ(B) are different from the roots of the polynomial φ(B) (if this
was not true, terms would cancel out on both sides).

• φ(B) 6= 0 for all |B| ≤ 1 (allowing B to be a complex number). This ensures a property
called causality (Wt only depends on variables before time t)

• θ(B) 6= 0 for all |B| ≤ 1 (allowing B to be a complex number). This ensures a property
called identifiability (otherwise there are multiple θ coefficients that correspond to the same
autocovariance values.)

• Ultimately, we are writing Wt = ψ(B)ǫt, where ψ(B) = θ(B)/φ(B). We need to ensure that
this polynomial is nice (it will have infinite terms, but hopefully the coefficients are small).

• We will also assume for simplicity that φ(0) = θ(0) = 1.

3.4 Estimation

How does one estimate all these parameters? How to determine p and q? The estimation of
both these is based on covariance or correlation estimates.

Example 6. For example for MA(q), if you plot the covariance values for different τ values, you
will observe that for τ > q, the covariance will be nearly zero.

Example 7. For AR(p), there is another quantity called the partial autocorrelation function, that
can be plotted to determine p. This is defined as:

φ11 = corr(W1,W0)

φττ = corr(Wτ −W τ−1
τ ,W0 −W τ−1

0
), τ ≥ 2,

where W τ−1
τ is the regression of Wτ on (Wτ−1, ...,W1) and W τ−1

0
is the regression of W0 on

(W1, ...,Wτ−1). Seems complicated, but it just ensures that beyond p, the plot of partial auto-
correlation dies down.
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Example 8. Estimation of the parameters of, say, an AR(p) model can be done using a spe-
cific method of moments technique called the system of Yule-Walker equations. In general, such
estimation can be done using the method of maximum likelihood as well.

Note 8. In the literature, you may come across a methodology called the Box-Jenkins approach,
which describes the steps relating to estimating p and q and then estimating the model parameters
and then testing their validity.

Note 9. There is another model called ARIMA which just means that you may have to differ-
ence the time series a few times before fitting an ARMA model. Differencing means subtracting
successive values.

4 Summary

We learned the following things:

• Relation between time series models and supervised learning.

• The Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) model.

• There are many time series specific techniques beyond what we saw here. For instance, time
domain and frequency domain methods, methods based on distributional assumptions etc
are all very useful to know when dependency between observations is a key aspect of your
dataset.

A Sample Exam Questions

1. In time series models, why do we focus on moments of the distribution rather than the
distribution itself?

2. What are the key differences between an autoregressive (AR) model and a moving average
(MA) model?

B List of Topics

1. Expectation Maximization

2. Sampling from the posterior

3. Generalized additive models

4. Tree based methods

5. Classification and regression trees, their issues

6. Missing data

7. Adaboost
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8. Gradient boosting models

9. Interpretation using relative importance and partial dependence plots

10. Random Forests and bagging

11. MARS

12. SVMs and the dual formulation

13. The kernel trick

14. Association rules

15. Clustering: dissimilarity and algorithms for clustering

16. Principal components

17. Spectral clustering

18. Basics of time series
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